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The WarThat Cao't Be WOn 
Panelists address the injustice of Rockefeiler Orug Laws 
by IMneesha Gellman I - - - , - '-0 :::r 
::> 
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The Bard Prison Initiative 
hosted its third forum on 
Wednesday, October 25th. The 
topic: the connection between the 
War on Drugs and the Prisen-
lndustrial Complex. Gary 
Goodrow, a representative of the 
Kunstler Fund for Racial Justice, 
spoke about the history of the 
War on Drugs and the reality of 
the current Rockefeiler Drug 
Laws. 
ln the 1960's, New York gov-
ernor Nelson Rockefeiler had 
presidential aspirations and was 
campaigning on a tough-on--crime, 
tough-on-drugs platform. Although 
he never made it to the white 
hause, he left behind a legacy in 
the form of the Rockefeiler Drug 
Laws, which are some of the 
toughest drug laws in the United 
States today. The Rockefeiler laws 
call for mandatory minimums sen-
tences without regard to circum-
stances of the offense or charac-
ter background of the accused. A 
minimum fifteen years to life sen-
tence is imposed on anyone con-
victed of selling 2 ounces or pos-
sessing 4 ounces of any illegal 
narcotic. Two ounces equates to a 
little more than half an eighth of 
marijuana, with a street value of 
araund $25, while four ounces is 
just over an eighth of marijuana, 
worth araund $50 streetside. 
Goodrow explains the source 
of his motivation to get involved 
with the fight against the 
Rockefeiler laws. He relates the 
story of the "dirty War" in 
Argentina in the 1970's, a time of 
immense political repression, kid-
napping, and murders committed 
by the military-led government in 
the name of justice. After the ter-
ror ended, Las Madres de Ia Plaza 
de Maya formed. This activist 
group began when mothers and 
grandmothers assembled in front 
of government offices in Buenos 
Aires to demand the return of 
their children who had been 
abducted as pol itical prisoners. 
What started out as a congrega-
tion of housewives ended up gain-
ing great attention from interna-
tional human rights groups and 
they managed to "break down the 
system" to some extent. Goodrow 
says that after this Inspiration 
people in New York started ques-
t ioning "why can't we [protest] the 
drug laws like that?" And the 
movement against the Rockefeiler 
laws began. 
The Kunstler Fund is a non-
profi t, Manhattan-based organiza-
t ion actively engaged in challeng-
ing the Rockefeiler laws in New 
York. Goodrow handed out a !arge 
selection of photocopies that he 
had assembled to give the audi-
ence a general idea of how bad 
these drug laws really are. Same 
of the statistics worth noting are 
that there are currently 22,300 
people locked up in New York 
State prison specifically for drug 
offenses. These incarcerations 
cost the state over $715 million a 
year to maintain. As of 1998, 
5,369 of these people were incar-
cerated for simple narcotics pos-
session. Also, the proportion of 
prisoners incarcerated for drug 
crimes has been consistently ris-
ing- in 1998, 46% of all state pris-




The racist implications of the 
drug laws are not pretty either. 
Over 94% of people serving time 
in New York State prisons for drug 
offenses are people of color. 
48.7% are African-American and 
45.5% are Latino. Nearly 60% of 
all women in prison are there 
because of a drug conviction. 
Although between 60-70% of all 
NYS inmates have a history of 
drug abuse, the chances of 
receiving treatment while incar-
cerated are very slim. ln New 
York, the average outpatient drug 
treatment facility costs $2,700-
$4,500 per patient per year, while 
the residential drug treatment 
programs cost $17,000-$21,000 
per patient per year. Despite 
these more economical alterna-
tives, New York, under the fist of 
the Rockefeiler laws, chooses to 
put people in prison at the mini-
mum cost of $32,000 annually. 
Another Vietnam?: Anthony Papa (I) and Gary Goodrow (r) discuss mechanisms of persecution and the War On Drugs. 
Why does New York, like so 
many other states in this nation, 
choose to continue th is War on 
Drugs when it is clear that crime 
and drug use are not decreasing 
despite increasing rates of incar-
ce ration? Goodrow addresses 
this question on an economic 
premise. The black market creat-
ed for drugs has led to huge profit 
incentives for many different 
groups of people. Growers and 
sellers are the most obvious ben-
eficiaries, but there are many 
more lurking behind the scenes. 
Police confiscate evidence and 
sell it back to friends of people 
they just busted. Banks launder 
money and telephone companies 
such as AT&T and MCI make huge 
profi ts because the only way pris-
oners can ca ll their families and 
friends from the Inside is by mak-
ing co llect ca lls. Massamounts of 
jobs are created through the Drug 
Enforcement Agency, the Office 
for National Drug 'Contra I Policy, 
the Campaign Against Marijuana 
Program, and hundreds of other 
local agencies who stand to lose 
salaries if the War on Drugs is 
abandoned as an unwinnable 
fight. 
ecrimes' are speaking out and try-
ing to do something about it. The 
second spea ker of the evening 
was Anthony Papa, a native New 
Yorker who was given two consec-
utive 15-years-to-life terms when 
he was set up in a st ing operation 
by the NYPD in 1986. Owner of a 
radio repair shop at the time,i 1 
Papa had been pron:rised :$500 •to 
deliver an envelope containing 
4.5 ounces of cocaine to a speci-
However, many people who 
have been victimized by the 
prison system because of drug ... continued on page 4 
Voting Forum Facilitates Political Posturing 
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SAVE sponsored a forum for the views of 
most of the major candidates for the 
Presidential election Nov. 23, eventually 
gaining an attendance of 50 people who wit-
nessed representatives try to explain their 
distinct political viewpoint. Despile the occa-
sional appearance of a Iack of diversity in 
politics at Bard, two distinct and irreconcili-
able perspectives emerged - what 1'11 call 
the "activist Left," who voiced a Iack of faith 
in traditional party politics, and the "practical 
Left," who emphasized tradit ional represen-
tative democracy and the necessity of voting 
against a greater threat. 
Monica Elkinton moderated the discus-
sion, reminding speakers of thelr time Iimit 
and occasionally moving the forum torward 
when it became mired in individual issues. 
Elkinton later said, "Bard students really got 
an idea of what some third parties were 
about, such as the Libertarian Party and the 
Natural Law party. Differing opinions were 
expressed in an open way without any hostili-
ty ... it was really wonderful to hear views 
not only of the panelists, but of different 
audience members." 
Chris Teret spoke first, speaklng on 
behalf of completely disregarding the ballot 
for this presidential election in favor of direct 
action. After pointing out that both major 
party candidates were seians of ruling--class 
families, Teret targeted Ralph Nader's posi-
tion as darling of the Left, speaking of 
Nader's small-business oriented capitalist 
views and his union-busting at a magazine in 
the 1970s. Teret ended by suggesting that 
rather than considering themselves to have a 
stake in the system, the working class and 
its supporters should build a parallel and 
adversarial system with wh ich the traditional 
rul ing government would be forced to negoti-
ate. 
Emma Ferguson represented the 
Natural Law Party and its candidate Jotin 
No Vote Equals One Vote! : So says Christ Teret 
Hegelin. Asthis party is not weil known, 
Ferguson had to explain its general philo-
sophical outlook of education, natura l 
health--care, military disarmament, and scien-
tific guidance. Ferguson again pointed out 
the non-democratic nature of the current 
two-party system, and spoke for Hegelin's 
record as a respected physicist who took 
steps towards developing a Grand Unified 
Field Theory. Later in the forum, Ferguson 
also spoke in favor of activist tact ics outside 
of electoral politics. 
Michael Dougherty eventually found 
hirnself the recipient of a number of barbed 
questions from both the activist and pract i-
cal Left contingients while representing the 
Libertarian Party and its candidate Harry 
Browne. Dougherty spoke in favor of drug 
legalization, pointing out the beneficial 
effects th is would have on the price of mari-
juana, add ing that th is should appeal to Bard 
students. Dougherty said that a vote for any 
other candidate was a vote for who should 
run your life, while only the Libertarians 
believed in individual rights, and spoke for a 
reduced federal govemment and increased 
state's rights. As the forum went on, t he 
practical Left took umbrage to Libertarian 
support for state sovereignty and the activist 
Left voiced disagreement with the laissez-
faire capitalist sympathies of the party. Near 
the end of the forum, nearly every question 
was intended to Oougherty, putting him in a 
difficult situation which he generally handled 
rather weil. 
Rafi Rom spoke in favor of Al Gore and 
the Democratic Party, arguing that the Iead 
Gore had 
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Voting Forum continued. 
greatly exaggerated, making a vote for 
Gore necessary to prevent a Bush win. 
While frequently ~onceding that Gore was 
more conservative than Rom would prefer, 
he emphasized the gradual nature of rep-
resentative democracy, pointing out the 
inability of any more radical candidate to 
pass any legislation with a conservative 
Congress. Rom also spoke of the necessi-
ty of a Gore win to prevent the gutting of 
public education, tax breaks for the rich, 
and loss of federal power probable under 
Bush. 
Matt Dineen was the only speaker to 
have a prepared speech, urging the crowd 
to "Ralph on election day so you don't 
ralph the next morning." Dineen empha-
sized the largely identical policy plans of 
both major party nominees, repeating 
activist and filmmaker Michael Moore's 
quip that "a vote for Bush is a vote for 
Gore and a vote for Gore is a vote for 
Bush" as response to the oft-heard claim 
that voting for Nader would benefit Bush. 
Dineen also spoke of Nader's record as an 
advocate for the people rather than for 
corporate interests. However, in response 
to Teret's criticisms, he pointed out that 
Nader was not even a Green Party mem-
ber, only their nominee as the probable 
best representative to achieve the 5% vote 
needed to receive federal funds for the 
next election. 
Rob Ponce valiantly attempted to rep-
resent George W. Bush, despite eventually 
admitting a Iack of genuine support for 
No F umar at Vassar College, Por F avor 
Collegeview Deli, Vassar's local ciga-
rette store has been susp(!nded from sell-
ing tobacco products temporarily on alle-
gations of tax evasion. Frank Gambino, 
who owns Collegeview Deli sald that rep-
resentatives of the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco and Rrearms came to his store 
on September 8 to confiscate 37 packs of 
oigarettes that were missing the stamps 
that indicate state sales tax ha.s been 
paid. 
"The ATF came in and tried to charge 
me with tax evasion," said Gambino. 
uvou're guilty until proven innocent" 
Gambino said that although the ciga-
rette distributor is responsible for stamp-
ing packages, it is the store which must 
ensure that all of the packs are stamped. 
"When you open a carto_n of ciga-
rettes you're supposed to Iook at the ciga-
rettes, but l'm not always here," said 
Gambino. "The employees put out the cig-
arettes as fast as people come in for 
them." 
Gambino said that he loses $500 a 
day without cigarette sales, adding up to 
$15,000 in sales over 30 days. He said 
the suspension is not hurting business 
much despite the inconvenience. 
"Nothing woUid atfect this thing. lt's 
bad for a month;_ people come in and get 
bummed out," said Gambino. "The people 
that come in for cigarettes come in and 
get a candy bar or something to munch 
on." 
Gambino had no idea how the ATF 
learned about the unstamped cigarettes. 
Although he thinks it might have been 
simply a routine inspection, he does not 
rule out the idea that any of his competi-
tors may have so mething to do with it. 
The New York Department of 
Taxation and Finance issued two appear-
ance tickets and a Notlee of Suspension 
of Ragistration as a Retail Dealer of 
Cigarettes ancfior Tobacco Products. The 
Deli 's registration as a retail dealer of cig-
arettes and tobacco products was 
revoked under section 480-a of New York 
State law. 
One of ttle appearance statements 
accuses the Deli of possession for sale of 
untaxed clgarettes. The other appearance 
Statement alleges an attempt to evade or 
defeat the dgarette tax. However, the dis-
tributorthat soid the Deli the cigarettes is 
not being charged with tax evasion. 
"I have invoices to show that they 
sold me the cigarettes, but lt's my word 
against theirs,• 5aid Gambino. "But l'm 
just the little guy so the ATF goes after 
me." 
Gambino said that the distributor 
would have been fined $10,000 per pack, 
or $370,000. "They're the big distributor,'' 
he said. "They get fined major money." 
"They [the distributor] are not telling 
the ATF," said Gambino. "They don't want 
to get fined by the ATF, 
so they're not going to say they goofed." 
• Penalties for the alleged tax evasion 
can range from suspension to revocation 
of a retailer's li.cense. "lnstead of pulling 
my license, they were totally on my side," 
said Gambino. 
Vassar student smokers have had to 
find cigarette vendors other than 
Collegeview. They have mixed reactions 
to the incident 
"The Vassar students feel bad, but 
they still want their cigarettes," said 
Gambino. 
''l'm open for the college," said 
Gambino. "We're here as a service. I want 
people to know it's not something that 
was intentionally done on our part. Now 
we verity e,verything that comes in." 
Bush or the Republioan Party. Ponce justi-
fied his representation as an attempt to 
provide more diversity for Bard, adding 
that he wished "some conservative bas-
tard" were here to sincere.ly support Bush. 
On Bush's behalf, Ponce spoke against 
partial-birth abortion and reminded the 
audience that despite Bush 's apparent 
• ignorance, he would surreund hirnself with 
more knowledgable and experienced advi-
sors (such as vice-presidential noininee 
Dick Cheney). He also voiced a hypotheti-
cal argument that Bush's tax plan would 
be more fair to working Americans, though 
he eventually fett compelled to point out 
that he did not really accept that argu-
ment. For the rest of the forum Ponce gen-
erally fett into the practical Left camp, 
agreeing with Rom that liberals needed to 
support Gore and remain within the major 
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party system to prevent Republican leader-
ship. 
Katie Winkelstein-Dukeneck provided 
mu<;h-needed comic relief with her face-
tious attempt to support Pat Buchanan 
(who she atfectionately referred to as 
"PJB"), primarily on anti-abortion and anti-
illegal Immigration grounds. Notabte argu-
ments for Buchanan included Winkelstein-
Dukeneck's clarification "we hear the word 
bigot a Iot, and sure, it's a sexy word, but 
what does it really m~an?," her cutting 
appraisal of Ralph Nader as a "tree-hug-
ging pussy," and her stirring reminder of 
Robert Frost's aphorism (and current 
Buchanan stogan) "good fences make 
good neighbors." 
-Andy Ryder 
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Drug laws continued .. 
fied locat1on. Although it was his first 
conviction, the Rockefeiler mandatory 
minimums took any discretionary sen-
tencmg power away from the judge and 
sent Papaoff to Sing Sing where he 
served 12 years in maximum security. 
Papa reflected "prison is a very exis-
tential environment. lt is a place where 
people find out who he or she really is." 
For him, it was where he discovered his 
gift as an artist. His presentation at Bard 
was based on a slide show of his paint-
ings depicting his consciousness of 
imprisonment and the government that 
was keeping him there. His titles crystal-
lize his emotions; "Fifteen years to life" 
shows his agony at the realization of cir-
cumstances, "Corporate Assets" is a 
commentary on the prison as a "huge 
money-making organization with the pris-
oners as the fuel." H1s "Contraband 
Series" convey his feelings of violation 
after numerous strip-searches which the 
guards seemed all too eager to perform. 
Papa managed to consistently 
acquire brushes, paints, and cloth while 
in Sing Sing, but many of his paintings 
reflect the scarcity of traditional artistic 
mediums by his use of a-typical supplies 
such as shoelaces, toilet paper, a prison 
regulation manual, and his own hair. As 
he flipped through the slides, Papas 
paused on one, a grayed-out photo of 
bars and a dim room behind them. "This 
noise and disorder." Oespite his less-
than-idealic location, Papa managed to 
not only get a show for his work in the 
Whitney Museum of American Art, but 
.also to earn two BA's and a Masters 
degree while behind bars. He comments, 
"prison was just overpowering, physically, 
psychologically, and spiritually .. . I was 
lucky, I found a tool to transcend the neg-
ativity of prison life through my art ... I 
used my time to be the best person I 
could be in that environment." 
The success story of Anthony·Papa 
is amazing and inspirational.. However, 
his perseverance is not typical and the 
industry continues to grind away at socie-
ty with increasing damages but litt le 
add itional awareness. Many people exit 
the prison system only to return to bro-
ken homes, previous addictions, and 
lower payingjobs than before incarcera-
tion-who will hire someone with a felony 
on their record? This is not a distant 
problem. As Papa stated, "prisons are 
such profitable industries that. . . people 
in upstate New York communities are 
fighting each other to host the next one." 
Wednesday night's forum was a reminder 
that it is time to become more proactive 
iri voicing opposition to the War on Drugs 
and the Prisorrlndustrial Complex. To get 
involved, contact the Bard Prison 
Initiative, Max Kenner, or Mneesha 
Gellman. 
was my studio. A six by nine cell. No win- Sources: Kunstler Foundation Fact 
dows. Just a cot, locker, sink, and toilet. Sheet, www.norml.org. 
The place was violent, full of chaos, 
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Bard Students Protest lraq 
Sanctions and Police Brutality 
On October 22, nine Bard students 
participated in a Natiqnal Day of Protest in 
New York City against "police brutality, 
repression and the criminalization of a 
generation." The protest began with an 
assembly at 1:00pm at Union Square and 
grew into a "peaceful but militant'· march 
to Times Square, where entertainers and 
speakers spoke to the crowd. 
Protestars shouted now-classic slo-
gans and chants, such as counting the 
shots fired at Amadou Diallo by police. 
Throughout the. entire march, police 
wa lked alongside the edges of the protest. 
One participant, Emily Benedetto, said "I 
thought it was interesting that during a 
protest against the police, we had these 
police escorts marehing beside'us for our 
protect ion. What a country! Sometimes 
the city feels deaf and numb to our cries 
of protest, but l'm really glad it allows the 
noise at all. We should yell as loud as we 
can - use the rights we do have to their 
fullest extent." 
- Andy Ryder 
On Thursday Oct 26 25 Bard stu-
dents joined people from around the Mid 
Hudson Valley to protest the U.S. led sanc-
tions against lraq. The rally began at 
Academy Green in Kingston. After passing 
out literature, holding signs, and talking to 
the media, the activists marched to the 
Ulster County Democrat and Republican 
Headquarters. The march was followed by 
a candlelight vigil. The rally was organized 
by the newly formed Mid Hudson Coalition 
Against the Sanctions on lraq. Bard stu-
dents have played a major role in organiz-
ing the coalition and have been joined by 
community activists from Rhinebeck, 
Kingston, Poughkeepsie, and New Paltz. 
The Coalition is focusing on building a 
local network against the sanctions and 
working with local politicians, religious 
groups, and students to create grassroots 
pressure with broad based support 
against the sanctions. 
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The Ward Accotdiog to Biätca 
Associated correspondent soaks up a lit tle Gospel 
byl Matt Dineen I 
You would not be the same person. 
There is one person who is responsible for 
so much influence and Inspiration in your 
life that you would be a completely differ-
ent individual if you had not been intro-
duced to him or her. Think about it. 
Perhaps it is your deceased grandmether 
that taught you the meaning of life or 
maybe your besttriend from high school 
that made you Iook at the world di fferently. 
This person could be a relative or a histori-
cal figure. Mine is a man named Jello. 
Just before I entered high school I was 
introduced to a rebellious Underground 
genre of music known as punk rock. One of 
the first punk bandsthat truly blew my 
mind was the notorious Dead Kennedys, 
fronted by the outspoken Jello Biafra. 
They had broken up about ten years 
before I had first heard them, but their 
style seemed so fresh and revolutionary to 
me. Musically, Dead Kennedys were fast 
and aggressive, yet melodic, blending hard-
core punk with surf and rock n' roll. 
Lyrically, they were thought provoking and 
controversial. Jello's political and social 
commentary pushed the Iimits, criticizing 
everything held sacred in American culture. 
Their songs exposed the corruption of gov-
ernment, organized religion, and big busi-
ness. Songs such as "Religious Vomit," 
"Moral Majority" and "Stars and Stripes of 
Corruption" earned them the contempt of 
the Tipper Gore led right-wing censorship 
brigade known as the Parent's Music 
Resource Center (PMRC). 
Dead Kennedys were the first musl-
eians to be put on trial due to the content 
of their records. ln 1985 Jello's house was 
raided and the band was charged with "dis-
tributing harmful matter to minors," osten-
sibly because of a sexually provocative 
painting by Swiss surrealist HR Geiger 
included in their album "Frankenchrist." 
After several months in court, Jello and the 
band won the trial but the fiasco ultimately 
caused the1r disbandment. 
Since the demise of Dead Kennedys 
Jello Biafra has continued to operate his 
Independent record Iabel Alternative 
Tentacles out of San Francisco, and has 
done various musical collaborations, 
including an ongcing project known as Lard 
with members of the band Ministry. His 
main project since Dead Kennedys broke 
up, however, has been spoken word. Jello 
has released a handful of spoken word 
albums in which he rants about a variety of 
issues, primarily censorship. He has trav-
eled throughout the world affering audi-
ences his unique brand of biting social 
commentary. 
I am guilty of owning most of his amaz-
ing spoken word albums, most of which I 
could recite of the top of my head. 
Unfortunately, I have never had the oppor-
tunity to see him perform live. That 
char:ged on Monday October 16, 2000. 
That night he appeared at the 
University of Massachusetts at Amherst, 
which is approximately two hours from 
Bard. I had been waiting to see him speak 
for years so needless to say I was quite 
enthusiastic to finally witness the man that 
is responsible for shaping my views of the 
world. 
The event, entitled " lf Evolution is 
Outlawed Only Outlaws Will Evolve," was 
scheduled to begin at 7:30 pm. We did not 
get to the auditorium that Jello was speak-
ing at until about 8:00 pm which was pretty 
disappointing, but he didn't finish speaking 
until midnight! Four fucking hours. You can 
teil that he has a Iot to say. Apparently, 
(from what someone told me) he entered 
the stage wearing a black trench coat, 
announcing that America is now under mar-
tial law and we have no more rights, but 
not to worry because sports will still be on 
television 24 hours a day. 
When we arrived he was performing a 
piece dedicated to American political pris-
oner Mumia Abu Jamal who is currently on 
death row for allegedly murdering a 
Philadelphia police officer. Jello actually 
ran for President during the primaries this 
year under the Green Party and Abu Jamal 
was his Vice Presidential candidate. lt was 
the firsttime that Jello had ran tor public 
office since 1979 when he ran for mayor of 
San Francisco. ln that race he came in 
fourth out of ten, grabbing 3.5% of the total 
vote. 
Jello's performance was divided into 
two parts with an Intermission in between. 
Part one featured pieces from hisspoken 
word albums plus new material, while part 
two was "pretty much a ranting session on 
various issues of importance such as the 
2000 Election. 
ln part one he performed a new piece 
Jello feels that if parents don't 
make their children believe in 
the fairy tale that is force-fed by 
society and honestly communi-
cate with them like human 
beings then we'll have more 
open-minded, critically thinking 
citizens. 
"You Calling Me Provoking and Controverslai??": Jello Biafra shoots it straight. 
on eur seciety·s destrucllve respense to 
recent school violence. His main pointwas 
that banning trench coats, and further 
alienating the outcasts in schools will fur-
ther perpetuate the preblems that exist. He 
also performed an older piece entitled 
"Eric Meets the Diarrhea Moose 
Salesman," which is about his personal 
experience of grewing up du ring the social 
upheaval of the 1960's. He applauds his 
parents for not sheltering him: "When I 
asked them 'What's Vietnam,' they told 
me. When I asked 'Daddy what's a race 
riot,' they told me." 
Jelle feels that if parents don't make 
their children believe in the fairy tale that 
is ferce-fed by society and henestly com-
municate with them like human beings 
then we'll have more open-minded, critical-
ly thinking citizens. lt certainly worked in 
his case. He also talked about how he only 
went to college for twe months before 
deciding to move to California (from. 
Colorado) to form a band. Th is raally had 
an impact on me. At the time people teld 
him, "Oh you have to stay in school! Then 
you can earn a degree, get a job, earn 
money and then have fun." He essentially 
said, "Fuck you. l'm going to live my life 
instead." We should all think about that. 
Shouid we play this game that seciety has 
created in which we're always living for 
tomorrow, or do we seize the moment and 
do what we want to do? 
After several hundred punk kids min-
gied fer about twenty minutes, Jello came 
back on the stage for part two. He taiked a 
Iot about the Election. Needless to say, he 
is highly critical of both Bush and Gore and 
is supporting Ralph Nader and the Green 
Party. He feels that Gore and Lieberman 
are both fairly evil and will do whatever 
they can to censor artistic culture. He ref-
ered te Joe Lieberman as, "Tipper Gore on 
crack" in regard to the issue of censorship. 
When the media had their big bl itz about 
wne Gere-would cnooseas hls rDnl'i" 
mate, Jello thought to himself, "Let's see 
who would be the worst possible choice? 
Hmmm . .. Lieberman. And then they 
cho~e him!" 
He gave his account of the 
Democratic and Republican National 
Convention's this past summer. Jello 
worked vtith Free Speech TV who supplied 
him with a camera crew, had him walk 
around and interview peeple and add his 
cemmentary on the events. ln Philadelphia 
he interviewed prostitutes who had been 
flown in to service the Republican dele-
gates du ring the convention , along with a 
young man who was part of the pro-life 
cult. "With this glazed Iook in his eye he 
recited anti-cheice rhetoric, almest like a 
robot, and then gave a really graphic 
description of a partial birth abortion: 'and 
then they clamp the head, and there's 
blood and ahhhh ... " 
At the Democratic Convention in LA he 
was given a press pass. He was able to go 
in~Jde t~e Staples Center for fifteen min-
utes and walkareund their, "bubbly little 
Disney Woria." He acquired a campaign 
sign that stated "Tipper Rocks" and dis-
played it for us 'to see and laugh at. He 
stated, "Tipper does NOT rock. Tipper is 
the worst thing that ever happened to 
rock!" He then ranted about Tipper Gore's 
censorship crusade and how she took 
credit for the trial against Dead Kennedys. 
When the clock in the auditorium 
struck midnight he stopped mid-sentence 
and said, "My time is up. Have a good 
night." 
I finally saw the persen that shaped 
who I am today and I was not disappoint-
ed. 
Je/lo Biafra will be speaking at the Wetland 
Preserve in NYC on November 16, 2000. 
Visit www.alternativetentacfes.com for 
more information. 
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the qualities that distinguished 
Mascis as the godfather of slack-
er rock- this album sounds 
nothing short of triumphant. 
Wh ich is funny, because aside 
from sounding the most excited 
and invigorated he has in years, J 
Mascis does little that is different 
on More Light. His new deal with 
the aptly named Ultimatum 
lence that has eqtfally character-
ized and plagued Mascis. The 
closing title track is the most sur-
prising song on the album - a 
Shields-crafted guitar maelstrom 
that hurls Mascis' idiosyncratic 
songwriting into a windtunnel. 
The most impressive aspect 
of More Light is its consistency; 
Mascis pulls out memorable 
melody ~fter melody as the 
album progresses, and while he 
does little more than breathe 
refreshing life into the wanking 
ghost of Dinosaur Jr, it seems 
plain·that he is affirming his role 
and tradition at a time when the 
genre of indie-rock as such does-
n't seem to know what to do with 
itself. More Light doesn 't break 
any new ground , but it tidies up 
the landscape, legitimizing an 
iconic status that has eluded 
Mascis for the better pa rt of the 
past decade. Ca II it a comeback. 
Third Eye Foundation, and Flying 
Saucer Attack. Formed after 
Rachel Brook left the latter 
group, Movietone has subtly con-
cretized the quiet atmospherics 
of FSA into someth ing altogether 
provincial, a distinctively British 
folk-jazz persuasion providing the 
foundation of The 8/ossom Filled 
Streets . 
corollary to Movietone's sound is 
late-era Soft Machine and, per-
haps more accurately, the whim-
sical folksiness of Soft Machtne 
Ieader Robert Wyatt's contempla-
tive late-70s solo work. 
A crucial shortsightedness 
lends The 8/ossom Filled Streets 
a hushed parochial reverence, 
expressed in the passionate ren-
dering of the local Bristolian J Mascis & the Fog 
More Light 
[Ultimatum] 
AFTER SIGNING TOSIRE and 
issuing a couple of decent 
albums in the early-90s (Green 
Mind and Where You Been), J 
Mascis and Dinosaur Jr receded 
mto irrelevance as the decade 
wore on. As the group became a 
front for Mascis' solo musings, 
Dinosaur Jr wasn't living up to 
Music may have a Iot to do with 
the newfound work ethic, but the 
enlistment of fellow recluse Kevin 
Shields of My Bloody Valentine 
and others certainly had to have 
helped the creative juices flow. 
Movietone 
The Blossom Filled 
Streets 
the standard set in its SST days 
with Your Living All Over Me and 
Bug - albums that inspired 
Iegions of young upstarts to bran-
dish the indie-rock mantle and 
helped set the stage for the alter-
na-rock revolution that followed . J 
Mascis stayed holed-up in his 
Amherst home, stubbornly true to 
his project of crafting a post-Neil 
Young vision of punk rock, and 
Dinosaur Jr fiuled out. 
Buoyed by the lethargy 
embodied in his laconic vocal 
delivery and tossed off solos -
Shields helped produce the 
album and lends his glide guitar 
to several tracks, while Andy 
Wilkinson, who has worked with 
the Boo Radleys, My Bloody 
Valentine, and Super Furry 
Animals was brought in to mix 
the album. One might suppose 
that this is what is meant by 'the 
Fog;' there is no backing band of 
that name to speak of, just a 
peculiar cast of characters that 
contribute to More Light's classi-
cist guitar-driven environment. 
Bob Pollard of Guided By 
Voices lends backing vocals to 
three tracks, the first of which is 
the anthemic opener "Sameday," 
a slice of melodic riffage that 
muses lyrically upon the vagrancy 
of fruitless living. This is followed 
by tt1e lush, synthetic archestra-
tians of "Waistin" and the chunky 
rock of "Where'd You Go," both of 
which further address the indo-
AS AN EXPLICIT ODE to the mar-
riage of sound and cinema that 
makes possible the most pro-
faund visceral evocation of set 
and setting, the members of 
Movietone have their work cut 
out for them - evident perhaps 
in the nearly three y~ars lag time 
taken to record this, the follow-up 
to Oay and Night. Rooted deeply 
in the British port-town of Bristol, 
this collective is an outgrowth of 
the aesthetic fashioned by like-
minded Bristolians Crescent, 
The group's instrumental 
palette has expanded without rev-
olutionizing its sound, an intricate 
interplay of "cubist bass," "gulcel-
lo." and "prepared plano" adding 
nuances to songs otherwise dis-
tinguished by fateful crescendos 
that come into play only rarely. 
More often than not, Movietone 
relies upon stirringly amorphaus 
composition, the near-silent 
vocals of Kate Wright guid ing the 
listener through a soporific 
acoustic haze analogaus to 
British fog. The nearest musical 
aura. Songs such as "Hydra," 
"1930's Beach Hause," 
"Seagulls/ Bass," and " in a 
Marine Light" use the group's 
grasp of the natural dynamics of 
their hometown to their advan-
tage, crafting a nearly spiritual 
ode to the slow establishment of 
localized mood. The wistfulness 
of this album makes it tempting 
to assign it the tag of ephemeral , 
semi-transparent post-rock, but 
that would commit Movietone an 
injustice. The group c:hannels the 
tentative relation between memo-
ry and sensory stimuli, a forward-
looking nostalgia coming to the 
forefront as the ebb and flow of 
reality recedes into the back-
ground. 
What remains is a rich 
Investment of feeling in a musical 
picture of present-as-past. That 
there isn't a hand-cranked cine-
matoscope to accompany th is 
songwriting-akin-to-watercolor-
painting is perfectly pardonable. 
·Papa Proves that 
pol,itical Painting _ _._!<~ 
1sn t 12oppycock · "" ... 
by Yates McKee 
in Tony Papa's Shit Assault a pic-
torial field of Pollockian gestural 
abstraction is interrupted by a page 
from an official document outlining in 
calculated detail the procedures for 
searching the bodily cavities of prison 
inmates. Situated above the page we 
find a pa ir of handprints-indexes of 
legal authority on the disciplined and 
punished body. in a regime of corn-
pulsory visibility in which ones most 
intimate orifices are to be made avail-
able for inspection on a daily basis, 
•privacy" and ' interiority" can become 
ciphers of resistance. 
Tony Papa is a painter and 
activist who showed his work last 
week at Bard under the auspices of 
the Prison Initiative. He spent 12 
years in Sing-Sing maximurn-security 
prison for a fist-time non-violent drug 
offence before being granted clemen-
cy in 1997. His work offers a chal-
lenge to the critical eilehe that paint-
ing can no Ionger operate as a form of 
oppositional cultural production. 
When read in the context of the criti-
cal pedagogy he has formulated, 
Papa's canvases bear witness to the 
state of emergency in which an 
"advanced' democracy finds itself. 
Papa remarked at one point dur-
ing his presentation, 'i n prison my 
identity was taken away. I became a 
number." This is not some essential, 
modernist yearning for 'authenticity' 
with which anyone might identify. I 
would suggest that we read this 
remark and the paintings themselves 
as testimony-not only to the intensity 
of Papa·s own trauma at the hands of 
\he juridical and penal systems, but 
also to what he described as the 
' social death' to which thousands 
have been put by the Rockefeiler drug 
laws. 
Testimony is an utterance which 
is also an event; it calls on the one 
who thought that he or she was unin-
volved, making them into a witness to 
an unspeakable crisis and burdening 
them with an obligation to speak. 
Thus we are addressed by Papa's 
Image 15 years to Life as it appears 
on a Kunstler Foundation pamphlet 
regarding the drug laws. Appropriating 
the rhetorical strategy of the Plaza de 
Mayo activists in Argentina, the pam-
phlet enjoins us to 'stand witness for 
New York's disappeared.' 
15 Years to Life resembles an 
abjected version. of Uncle Sam, inter-
pellating us from on high. But instead 
of being recruited for the glorious proj-
ect of national destiny we here find 
ourselves tiaunted by'the gaze of an 
other who occupies a zone between 
the living and the dead at the margins 
of a 'democratic' political community. 
The singularity of Papa's position 
as a survivor of the War on Drugs 
exceeds the project of universal identi-
fication that 'aesthetic experience' is 
frequently assumed to enable. Yet the 
otherness we encounter in the canvas 
has an uncanny familiarity, as weil. lt 
is the familiarity of an implication, a 
link, or a proximity repressed from 
consciousness. This proximity is the 
Prison lndustrial Complex, an ethical 
stain from which no American is 
spared. 
To see Tony Papa's work go to 
www.prisonzone.com 
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Cultural Show Dazzles IRMAiiWbffi H4n'" IIJI~ ITnf'fl n ttid 
The International 
Student Organization (ISO) 
held the Cultur.al Show for 
this year at Olin Auditorium 
last Saturday evening. The 
show drew an audience of 
approximately three hun-
dred people from different 
genres of the college com-
munity- students, profes-
sors, and administrators. 
The expectations about this 
show were already high from 
the great degree of adver-
tisement by ISO and from 
the standard of the perforrn-
ances of previous years' cul-
tural shows. Gladly, the 
showwas able to meet 
many people's expectations. 
Alexandra Papadaki, Vice-
President of ISO, mentioned 
that many people not only 
expressed their interest in 
participating in next year's 
cultural show, but also were 
surprised to learn that the 
show was organized solely 
by the students. 
This year's show pre-
sented a variety of perform-
ances ranging from Turkish 
Belly dance, to Russian Folk 
song to Korean Drumming. 
The two-hour long show 
kicked off with a Buddhist 
chanting in a dimly lit Etage 
. that presented some form of 
a spiritual environment. The 
chanting was followetl by a 
most unusual, but nonethe-
less, interesting entrance of 
the program's host, lmran 
and Maria. Among other 
items that the first half of 
the program included were 
Hungarian and Puerto Rican 
Poem recitals, Classical 
Indian Dance, Greek Dance 
etc. For the first time ever, 
the cultural show included a 
unique traditional dance 
from Bangladesh. The Swing 
Dance and the Poetry recital 
by Sandra and Zarni set 
amidst the dark stage and 
background music earned 
appreciation from the audi-
ence. 
Following the Intermis-
sion was a film display by 
Junior Film major Jehan. 
Then a series of dances set 
the stage rocking as Turkish 
belly dancers left their stage 
to dance before the audi-
ence. The Afro-Caribbean, 
Greek and Ch inese Ribbon 
Dance all entertained the 
crowd highly, although many 
reported that the Drumming 
piece performed by Song 
and Sandra was their 
favorite. The show ended 
with a South Asian Fashion 
Show, which was more of a 
medley of fashion show and 
dance, which eventually 
brought in many excited and 
jubilant hearts to the stage 
to dance with the perform-
ers. 
This year's show has 
been highly entertaining and 
weil organized. All kudos 
goes to the international 
student community, for all 
the hard work they have 




The Observer sits down with folk activist Oavid Rovics 
by iMatt Dineen I 
ON THE EVENING of Thursday 
October 26th rabble-rousing folk 
musician and activist David 
Rovics drove to Bard from his 
hometown of Boston, MA to enter-
ta in and inspire students in the 
campus center cafe. He per-
formed his unique, politically 
charged folk tunes covering 
issues that ranged from the histo-
ry of the radical Iabor movement 
to the controversial "School of the 
Americas" to the ongoing struggle 
of Native Americans to the genoci-
dal sanctions on the people of 
lraq to Henry Ford's Nazi connec-
tions. The event would not have 
been possible without the support 
of the Student Action Collective. 
I first saw David Rovics per-
form in the Spring of 1999 at the 
New England Student Activism 
Conference at MIT. I had never 
been that blown away by a folk 
singer before. He was more politi-
cal than most punk bands that 
claim to be politica l and he was 
funny too. David has played at 
conferences and protests and 
cafes all over the world and has 
gained a fairly large following. He 
has released four full-length 
albums including a new live one 
recorded at a cafe in Cambridge, 
MA earlier this year. 
He was weil received at Bard 
and will probably return at some 
point. This interview was conduct-
ed by Matt Dineen after his per-
formance in the campus center 
cafe. 
Bard Observer: Could you talk 
about what's going on with the 
tour you were supposed to do in 
Israel? 
Davld Rovlcs: Oh yeah, that's an 
interesting phenomenon. Yeah, I 
wrote this song "Children of 
Jerusalem" about the ongoing 
Israeli army massacres of 
Palestin ians that of course is get-
ting spun in our media in all kinds 
of different ways. They usually 
don't call it massacres. But, I 
wrote this song which was weil 
received by some but not weil 
received by others, (primarily) in 
Israel. lt has generally been weil 
received by people outside of 
Israel. But, yeah in Israel a Iot of 
people who are involved with the 
Folk Society were outraged at the 
song and cancelled my tour and 
cailed me a neo-Nazi and an anti-
Semite. And of course l'm one of 
these Jewish anti-5emites you 
know (laughs). l'm of Jewish line-
age, l'm not religious or anything. 
lt's particularly kind of funny for a 
Jettist of Jewish lineage to be 
cailed a neo-Nazi (laughs). 
BO: So you're playing a show in 
New York City instead (du ring the 
time of the cancelled Israel tour), 
a protest? 
DR: Yeah 1' 11 probably be playing 
there. 1'11 be playing at some time 
around there, eilher at the prolest 
or in association with the people 
that are organizing it. That would 
be December 10th, a rally for 
(Native American political prison-
er) Leonard Pettier and then 1'11 
also be playing at the People's 
Voice Cafe, which is a place in 
New York City, on the 16th of 
December. Those are the upcom-
ing New York things. Yeah that'll 
be a good rally. 
BO: Do you want to talk about this 
growing movement against corpo-
rate globalization and the role 
that music plays in that? 
DR: Yeah. Sure. I think, the move-
ment is clearly growing which is 
really exciting to me and to an 
awful Iot of other people obvious-
ly. And of course this movement 
has been a huge thing in the 
Third World for quite a while, but 
finaily it's taking off in the First 
World in a big way and particular-
ly in the United States which is 
the "belly of the beast." I mean 
this is where the loans come 
from, from the IMF (International 
Monetary Fund) and World Bank. 
This is where policy is essentially 
dictated. The US really controls 
the IMF and the World Bank and 
their pol icy. They (the US) can't 
necessarily dictate pol icy, but 
nothing can be done in the IMF 
and World Bank without US con-
sent. So more or less they dictate 
policy. Sort of like their (the US) 
role in the Security Council. So it's 
particularly good that the move-
ment is growing in the US and 
particularly heartening to people 
around the world that it's happen-
ing here. 
And music has been, music 
and art and puppets, you know ail 
klnds of artworf<, an klnds of artts-
tic videos, I mean there's so many 
ways that music and art have 
been reaily central to the move-
ment. I think that's a big part of 
why it's growing. Because if peo-
ple see any footage of, for exam-
ple, any of these protests it Iooks 
like a party, you know, because it 
is a party. I mean it's a serious 
party. People are blockading 
roads and keeping stuff from hap-
pen ing in a really serious way, but 
they' re doing it also with puppets 
and songs and with all kinds of 
street theater. I think this is large-
ly what makes it so attractive to a 
He has an acoustlc gultar but he ls a protest slnger. The man has vision. 
Republ ican) parties this is where 
they can be, you know meet other 
people that feel the same way, 
and hopefully make a difference 
by shutting down the World Bank 
or the WTO (World Trade 
Organ ization) or whatever. 
And contrary to the Press's 
perspective, the mainstream 
Press, the movement is effective. 
They'il say, you know, ail these 
idealistic activists came out to 
make their point and they were 
lneffectiYe, but the feetJs thet 
regardless of whether they report 
it the points are being made, 
they're being made eloquently. ln 
Philadelphia (during the 
Republican National Convention 
protests) every puppet that was 
there was confiscated and then 
the Press said, "Oh, weil they 
don't reaily have a point." Weil , 
that's because the puppets were 
making the statements, the little 
one-liners, the stuff that's easily 
quotable by the Press, and they 
confiscated ail of that. in Los 
Angeles (during the Democratic 
National Convention protests) 
Articles, you know, videos, ail 
kinds of stuft. lt doesn 't make it 
on to the mainstream media, but 
it's out there. And it's effective. 
And we've been effective. The 
movement has been effective. 
You 've got to Iook past the main-
stream media. We're not getting 
attention, but we're being effec-
tive. 
I think one of the least cov-
ered and most effective protests 
recently was in Melbourne, 
Austratte (: 
Forum) where they really did shut 
it down. Not just like in Seattle 
(WTO protest), of course it was 
shut down for a few hours which 
was quite an achievement consid-
ering the amount of police people 
were up against, you know, it was 
shut down for a few hours. ln DC 
(IMF protest) they were roaming 
around for hours, driving circles 
around the convention area until 
they finaily found ways of getting 
in. They had to get up before 
dawn to go to their meetings and 
they had to stay until after dusk 
to get back to their hotels. They 
posed to be there. We're talking 
about two thirds attendance, you 
know. The rest of the people 
either were afraid to leave their 
hotel rooms, or if they left their 
hotel rooms they were stuck in 
buses or limousines on the way 
but couldn 't get in and they were 
speaking on their cellphones ail 
day. lt was shut down . 
BO: And you played recently at the 
protest (against the JMF and 
~ Bai'* meett"81''" 
(Czech Republic) too right? 
DR: Yeah. Yeah, and I missed the 
real tumultuous events on the 
26th (of September) because we 
got turned away from the border 
on the night of the 25th for hav-
ing a dent in our car. (laughs) 
Which was not the reason we 
were turned away. We were 
turned away because, weil ... lt 
was really stupid in a way 
because, uh, we had a sticker on 
the car that said, "Birds in the 
sky, fish in the water, uranium in 
the ground." You know which was 
They'll say all these idealistic activists 
came out to make their point and they were 
ineffective, but the fact1sthat rega:rdfess of 
whether they report it the points are being 
made, they're being made eloquently. 
Iot of people and not just the prin-
ciples involved, wh ich I think are 
also attractive to a Iot of people, 
but the fact that it's a place to go 
to have a really great t ime. Of 
course it 's not funtobe sprayed 
with tear gas, but you know ... 
The cream of the crop is there, 
the resistance, the people that 
really give a shit. For people who 
want to meet other like-minded 
folks who are disgusted with the 
way the world is today and dis-
gusted with US foreign and 
domestic pol icy and don't like 
eilher of the (Democratic and 
they shut down the Independent 
Media Center for one night right 
when it was about to do its satel-
lite uplink. They shut it down, they 
said there was a "bomb" planted 
in it, which was complete bullshit. 
They try to keep the people from 
making the points that are being 
made. We're completely being 
censored from the mass media, 
in terms of anyone rea lly elo-
quent, but the points are being 
made. Whether or not people are 
listening. They' re being made, and 
they' re being made eloquently. 
Great books are being written . 
were seriously impeded from 
being able to make it. But in 
Melbourne they couldn't make it. 
ln Melbourne they (the WEF) were 
claiming a success because there 
were 800 delegates, and of the 
800 deiegales something like 
500 or 600 managed to get in. 
That's not a meeting! Each one of 
these people are important, rich 
business people from somewhere 
in the world, and they can't have 
a global meeting about World 
Bank pol icy, or in this case World 
Economic Forum policy, without 
having everybody there who's sup-
a basic anti-nuke kind of sticker, 
and I think what happened was 
the border people saw that and 
figured, oh we're going in to 
protest. And I was really advocat-
ing actually for covering up the 
sticker (laughs), but I was over-
ruled, because people figured it 
wouldn 't be that big a deal, it's a 
pretty innocuous th ing. But it was 
not. 
So on the 26th we took a train 
because we didn 't want to try to 
drive the car in, because we had 
been turned away. So I got in on 
continued on next page . .. 
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BARC Show Helos All the Cute Little Animr1ls 
T wo Perspectives on the rock for animals 
BARC brought an impressive 
roster of bands together Oct. 27 
to benefit the Farm Sanctuary, an 
organization which rehabilitates 
factory-farmed animals. After an 
unaccounced Introductory instru-
mental by garage-rockers the Dirty 
Hearts. the show began with a set 
by self-proclaimed goth-pop group 
the Obscure Essayists, who 
bathed the crowd in neo-disco, 
with occasional confrontational 
and nonsensical vocals. Their 
singer also stabbed me in the arm 
with a pen three or four times 
after a drunken heckling attempt 
on my part, but I don't th ink th is 
inhibited anyone's enjoyment of 
their set. 
The Obscure Essayists were 
followed by the stylistically dia-
metrically opposed duo Chris & 
Stephanie, who provided tradition-
alist, class-conscious folk. Their 
set included adept covers of 
songs by Hank Williams and Born 
Against. Chris Teret paused at one 
point to explain his view of the 
animal rights struggle, tying it to 
class issues. This set was fol-
lowed by the second appearance 
of Bardcore supergroup the 
Feelgood Revolution , whose brief 
setwas considerably lengthening 
by a noisy cover of Minor Threat's 
dassie "Small Man, Big Mouth," 
prompting mic~grabs and wild 
moshing from the crowd. The set 
ended with singer Ben Brunnemer 
howling and writhing on the beer-
soaked floor, a classic moment in 
Red Room hardcore tradition. 
(I missed some bands in between) 
Around 1:30, Cape Cod-
based punk band Violent 
Subversion arrived. While the late 
hours had whittled the size of the 
crowd considerably, the most griz-
zled of Bard DIY show patrons 
remained for the group's early 
'80s style hardcore punk dealing 
with war, the future (or Iack there-
of), war, the corrupt government, 
and war. 
- Andy Ryder 
Acoustic Resistance 
continued . .. 
the night of the 26th, so I missed 
a Iot of the major stuff that was 
going on. The big protestwas on 
the 26th. And that night police 
were just randomly, arbitrarily 
rounding up and arresting 
activists, mostly Czechs actually. 
But from what I saw on the 27th 
it was wonderful. There were 
people from all over the world, 
especially all over Europe. 
On the 26th there was a Iot 
more going on around the city, 
but on the 27th there was one 
park where protest was legally 
allowed to happen in the entire 
Czech Republic, one little place. 
Sort of a large square block in 
front of a church. And the pol ice 
shut it down, in spite of the fact 
that it was the only legal place to 
protest the police shut down on 
three occasions du ring the day, 
su rrounded it. But when the 
pol ice weren't surround ing the 
place it was severa l hundred 
activists in this place. And of 
cou rse on the 26th there were 
estimates of like 15 or 20, 000 
people protesting, but I think a 
Iot of them went home at the 
end of 26th. For many of them it get out of the parkthat day. 
was j ust a few hour bus ride or 
tra in ride to home, wherever BO: So would you consider your-
home was; in Greece or ltaly or self the soundtrack of the revolu-
whatever. But a Iot of people tion? 
stayed and weren 't necessarily at 
the park on the 27th. DR: Sure! Yeah! (laughs) One of 
There were all kinds of many. There are so many 
events, cultural events, non- Movement musicians, you know 
protest oriented events going on may of whom we never hear 
that were related to the protest, about. And there are all kinds of 
but not in the streets protest forms of music: Acoustic, Reggae, 
kind of stuft. Yeah, and I sang Rock, Punk, all kinds of stuft. Of 
through a bullhorn. lt was just a course punk rockers ... they never 
Iot of tun. There was no sound admit to being punk rockers, and 
system in the park, but there I guess l'm just not up on Punk 
was spokes-council meetings enough to know all the different 
going on and there was sort of distinctions 
intermittent rallying kind ofthing 
where people were speaking BO: Hey, l'm a punk! (laughs) 
through the bullhorn and things 
were kind of relax. I mean it was DR: Yeah, but do you ~ctually like 
hard to feellike you were really Punk or . . . 
protesting when you were in this 
one block area where you could- 80: Yeah. 
n't really protest because you 
weren't anywhere near the World DR: Okay. You call it Punk, 
Bank and IMF meetings. People right...l 've never meta Punk 
tried to marchout of the park to band that calls themselves a 
go protest against the police bru- Punk band. They always call 
tality that had been going on the themselves some aspect of 
night before. They were surround- Hardcore. (laughs) l've never real-
ed by cops and forced back into ly been clear on the difference 
the park. So, we really couldn 't here. But yeah, there are so 
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This article is about the ben-
efit show that B.A.R.C. (Bard an i-
mal rights collective) put on last 
weekend in the basement of the 
old gym. I have to be honest when 
I say that the reason for such a 
boring catch line to this article is 
that I was having trouble finding a 
way to incorporate the fact that 
the "Fun Wearing Underwear" was 
performing at the same time 
upstairs without making a crack 
about "wack ass hippies" or 
someth ing of the sort. So in the 
interest of omnipresent benevo-
lence, I will get straight to the 
facts. 
A number of bands played 
Jon Fienstein (Chris and Stephanie, Penfold and 
many great voices of dissent; 
musical voices. And l'm more 
familiar with the sort of acoust ic 
side of it. But it 's all over the 
place. Yeah I guess I ... Abbie 
Hoffman considered hirnself a 
"cheerleader for the Movement." 
Somebody asked him, "Are you a 
Ieader," and he said, "No. l'm a 
cheerleader! " (laughs) ln my posi-
tion I don't think anyone would 
ask me if l'm a Ieader, but if they 
did l'd say, "For sure, l'm a cheer-
Ieader" too. That's my role, as I 
see it, essentially. To some degree 
to educate people about what's 
going on if they're people that 
maybe don't know about different 
things that l'm singing about, but I 
consider my main role to be to 
inspire the troops. 
BO: Any closing words? 
DR: Closing words? Oh jeez, yeah. 
Get out there! Have funl Protest! 
Find your family! (laughs) 
80: Alright, thank you. 
DR: Yeah. 
To contact David Rovics visit his 
website, www.davidrovics.com 
Feel Good Revolution to name a 
few) for little to no monetary com-
pensation in order to benefit Farm 
Sanctuary, a group that provides a 
safe haven for animal victims of 
the cruel industrial farming sys-
tem. These bands included some 
of our very own as weil as one 
from as far away as New Jersey! 
There were plenty of stickers 
too. "Being Boiled Hurts! Lobster 
Liberation" proved tobe one of 
the favorites, while "Pigs are 
friends not food" came in at a 
fairly distant second. 
Most importantly though, 
$150 was raised in support of 
Farm Sanctuary, with many caring 
concert-goers donating weil over 
the suggested two dollar mini-
mum. lf you left early though, you 
missed quite the rowdy punk rock 
show as fans bull)ped into each 
other and tossed caution to the 
wind in something I heard 
referred to as a "mosh pit," for a 
Cape Cod favorite, Violent 
Subversion. 
So if you've got a hankering 
to pursue your newfound interest 
in animal rights, just remember 
B.A.R.C. meetings happen ever~ 
Sunday at seven p.m. in the Albee 
common room. Thanks for the 
donations. 
-Max Juren 
Hey. CheGp Condoms at 
The t>Une stclrd 
Order Envelopes in 
The. Post' Offi~ 
We Havc t..uba and 
Dentul Datns T~ 
f:'ditorial/opinions 
Letters to the Editor and Community 
lt was good of Jean-Marc Gereliek to respond to my 
review of The Why, for a few reasons. For one thing the 
play is interest ing enough to merit more than one critical 
take: my review was in no sense authoritative. Jean-Marc 
raises some interesting points about the play that inform 
and elucidate my own ideas about Victor's werk. For anoth-
er, there were problems with my piece-in terms of both 
rhetorical vagueness (my perhaps incomplete use of the 
idea of "cleverness" in my critical platform) and plain lazi-
ness (my decision to ignore the scene in which "the why" 
takes the stage}-which Jean-Marc sensed and seized 
upon in turn . Thankfully, also, his response was neither 
malicious nor maligning. Assuming the same tone of non-
competitiveness and respect, l'd like to briefly clarify just 
one point of Jean-Marc's that I feel sells my argument 
about The Why a bit short. 
When Jean-Marc writes that I "condemn the use of 
'types', 'caricatures', 'satirical sendups', etc." he is simply 
mistaken. For me to do so would be tantamount to reject-
ing the legitimacy, power, and importance of Satire itself-
that would be ridiculous and I think my argument was not. 
That there is something inherently wrong with Satire, I 
assure you, is the furthest thing from my beliefs and, 
moreover, not the argument made by my article either. My 
problern came not from a fundamental disagreement with 
the convention of satire, caricature, and so on, but from 
Especially in the face of 
Jean-Marc's slightly 
convoluted reaaing and 
defense of this scene, 
l'm not so sure my reac-
tion to it was a short-
coming on my part as 
an auaience member. 
what I perceived to be, on occasion, poor use ofthat con-
vention in Victor's play. According to my review, it was only 
"when these Types [wereJ ... no more ttm"rrn!ea!tS·01'satm-'" 
cal send-ups by now nearly standard to any comedy with 
purported satirical edge (from bad sketches on Saturday 
Night Live to Sprite's ad-mocking campaign)," that there 
arose reason to find fault [italics added). My argument 
then, could not be correctly construed as one against 
Types in general, but as one against specific Types, as they 
were specifically dealt with in The Why, that came off not 
·as "satirically poignanf" but "biunt and reckless." The alter-
native implicit for me was not, as Jean-Marc supposed, 
"real and authentic characters who can betterexpress 
themselves," but simply more effective use of caricature. 
"Why no mention of the Why in Weiner's review of The 
Why?" Jean-Marc asks. Here, I must apologize since, as I 
said above, the omission was essentially a result of lazi-
ness on my part. ln conversation, Victor told methat the 
Why was there to represent something prima I, universal: 
man's urge to kill. I did not see this on stage, but rather a 
monologue that, though viscerally performed and pro-
duced, seemed not fully realized, confusing things more 
than anything else. lnstead of addressing this I opted to 
cut my review by 500 words. Especially in the face of Jean-
Marc's slightly convoluted reading and defense of this 
scene, l'm not so sure my reaction to it was a shortcoming 
on my part as an audience member-1 am, however, sure 
that to have thus ignored it in my review was a shortcom-
ing on my part as a critic. I apologize for that, and would 
like to stressthat the omission was not some underhand-
ed attempt to brush something under the rug in service to 
a deceptive argumentative agenda, an attempt "to sound 
clever," as Jean-Marc suggests, or anything eise. 
All in all, I hope this back-and-forth will not serve to 
drag a good piece of student work through the mud, but 
instead to attest to the substantiality and complexity for 
which this production of The Why does deserve credit. 
-Jonah Welner 
ANOTHER RESPONSE FROM MCKEE 
We speakers of the English Language are fortunate to 
have found in Zachary Holbrook a clear eyed and common-
sensical spokesperson. We all owe Holbrook thanks for 
having identified and rectified an aberration in the domain 
of communication; for having restered to it the transparen-
cy and straightforwardness which define its proper 
essence. The culprit has been located and returned to the 
normality which is essential to the maintenance of social 
and linguistic order. Holbrook is a man of the people- will-
fully ignorant of foolish philosophical spats, an imperfect 
but honest writer, humble before the language, and per-
haps even a little dull. These are the self-described char-
acteristics which anchor Holbrook's authority. They posi-
tion him outside the petty and self indulgent realm of aca-
demic chicanery, showmanship and disrespect. This tran-
scendence allows him to speak with the disinterested and 
uncontaminated voice of public opinion. The people have 
spoken. The verdict is in. I have sinned. 
I have gone against nature, violated the essential 
socicrlinguistic pact which keeps humans from descending 
into the worst depths of barbarism. Bias, distortion, manip-
ulation, disingenuity, opacity, superficiality, theatricality 
and selfishness would reign supreme if the Law of lan-
guage were tampered with. Thus it is necessary that we 
have guardians such as Holbrook to defend this shining 
principle of rational consensus from intruders and para-
sites of every ilk . .. 
Are the original foundations to which this scheme has 
recourse as simple as they are made to seem? Or might 
they bear within them a more complex politiccrphilosophi-
cal genealogy, which if traced, would suggest a more sinis-
ter model of language and community than the populism 
invoked by Holbrook? Might the "clarity" of his own prose 
itself constitute a certain rhetorical device, a trace of arti-
fice, a form of "showmanship" so thoroughly normalized 
that it no Ionger registers as such? 
Holbrook claims to operate strictly according to the 
stylistic criteria elaborated by Strunk and White. 
Purportedly neutral with respect to the meaning of my arti-
cle, Holbrook writes: "I have said noth ing of Mckee's ideas; 
language is beside the point. .. " Yet doesn 't this very dis-
tinction between form and content, signifier and signified, 
vehicle and vehiculated betray a very old and highly 
esteemed philosophical 'bias'-namely that of Platonism? 
The most glaring symptom of Holbrook's positioning in 
Platonic discourse is his 'revision' of the opening para-
graph of my article in the interest of "understandability." 
Assuming that some ideal content of my writing can be 
separated from the materiality of the text, he proceeds, 
according to the protocols of Strunkian analysis, to "omit 
needless words" in favor of the essential principle being 
communicated. Yet the elimination of what for Holbrook 
are mere supplements to the sentence- viofen· 
~slmllates the text tlj~~~~~~?§fM 
"Omit needless words," Strunk writes, and with this 
maxim in the back of his mind, the reader asks hirnself 
what kind of fortification the integrity of philosophy and 
aesthetics would need besides an " ideological" one. 
Philosophy and aesthetics are, after all, about ideas; 
"brick" or "double-paned glass" wouldn't do; "ideological" 
is redundant." 
Holbrook here recites the classical philosophical 
axiom in which "ideas" are given an autonomaus status 
either as realizations of an intention, hidden in the private 
consciousness of a being , or as elements in a disembod-
ied zone of heavenly forms. The Marxistterm ideology, on 
the other hand, takes ' ideas' to be matter of social prac-
tice, inextricably bound up with institutional authority and 
material means of enforcement. The discipline of philoser 
phy doesn't merely contain a set of self-sufficient 'ideas'; 
the material support system comprised of bricks, glass, 
walls, fences, guards, professors, etc. are what make pos-
sible the very thing they claim to house. They mark and 
police boundaries between inside and outside; norms of 
propriety and impropriety ; canons of standard and non-
standard language, hierarchies of self and other . . . 
Holbrook offers an autobiographical anecdote to edify 
my excess, self-indulgence and insolence. Once upon a 
time, when he was a Freshman, Zack suffered from the 
same self-aggrandizing illusions that I do currently. Young 
Zack was duly admonished by a professor for his "barbar-
ic" writing and for having left his readerfeefing "bambocr 
zled." Now, in his wizened years as an upper-<:ollege stu-
dent, Zack can have recourse to this formative moment in 
his intellectual development to in turn help along my 
growth as a writer, which seems pathologically stunted at 
an infantile stage he transcended long ago. "Since then, I 
have written with the necessary respect for the language, 
the necessary humility." 
Holbrook is merely passing on the wisdom he inherit-
ed from his professor, from Strunk and White, and ulti-
mately from the Language itself- conceived as an auratic, 
unified entity for whom Holbrook now serves as a mere 
proxy, a spokesperson, a veritable Hermes to the Zeus of 
communication 
But what if the messenger himself were implicated in 
all of the sins he has come to rectify-violence, manipula-
tion, distortion, rhetoric, bias, and so on? What would hap-
pen if we reframed these putative perversions as in fact 
essential to any "communication" whatsoever? Then, any 
claim to have eliminated them in favor of consensus and 
transparency would begin to warrant our suspicion. We 
could begin to think about the politics of language without 
reference to an innocent foundation. 
I hope that my remarks will not be interpreted as an 
attempt to justify the elision of the basic codes of gram-
mar, syntax and punctuation which are indeed crucial to 
linguistic and social life. Of course my own writing is not 
innocent from these problems. lt could be less awkwardly 
composed, more grammatically sound, "clearer" even. I 
sincerely invite my readers to assist me in this never end-
ing task of improvement and fine tuning. This sort of 
friendly revision is not at all what Holbrook has in mind. lf 
Holbrook's article 
masquerades as a 
technical judgment of 
my writing according 
to universally held cri-
teria of style. 
it were, I would have no reason to respond in print. I would 
duly thank him and make the appropriate changes. 
Holbrook's article masquerades as a technical judg-
ment of my writing according to universally held criteria of 
style. Yet the article functions as a moral crusade to regu-
late the Iimits of the sayable itself. 
All of this said, it is important to acknowledge that the 
carefully cultivated philistinism of Holbrook's article can 
provide the occasion for an important set of questions 
regarding the ethics of public address. For whom does one 
write? What audiences are enabled and what audiences 
are foreclosed by the use of a particular vocabulary? How 
does academic discourse fall into precisely the forms of 
exclusivity and privilege ostensibly under critical scrutiny? 
How .miaht a rhetorical strateav be formulated that can 
uhllcs afonce'1'ln"'P6s~Mtetto!'-er­
ate within the sedimented vacabularies of common-sense 
in order to render them strange, to give them improper 
meanings, and thus open the way to political futurity? This 
is the crucial challenge for any academic practice which 
hopes to engage and respond to those beyend its prover-
bial lvory Tower. 
So why bother with the "wordiness," "obscurity" 
"affectation" and "showmanship" which seem to mark my 
writing? As I understand it, the basic aspiration of critical 
writing is not complication , deviation or theatricalization 
"for its own sake." Rather it should seek to demonstrate 
how the most seemingly "ordinary" utterances are them-
selves always already contaminated through and through 
by "showmanship" of the most insidious varieties. ln the 
tradition of Brecht, criticism seeks to estrange readers 
from the unquestioned assumptions on which social 
authority is founded. Holbrook's "Good English" is but one 
of the personae in the moral dramaturgy of nee-<:onser-
vatism. 
AN OUTSIDE OPINION ON THE 
ßARD .PRISION INITIATIVE 
- Yates McKee 
When visiting Bard on· parent's day, I was both inter-
ested and pleased to read the article on prison conditions 
in your October 2 issue. That students are concerned 
about the repressive and racist nature of the prison and 
criminal "justice" system in the US as weil as the world-
wide proliferation of sweatshop production is very encour-
age to an old and unrepugnant SDSer (Students for a 
Democratic Society) like myself. 
I believe, however, that the panel that discussed the 
US prison industrial complex left out of their analysis the 
most telling and fastest growing aspect of prison oppres-
sion - the use of prisoners as slave Iabor. When the panel 
asks why more people are in prison while crime rates go 
down and suggests that other factors are involved, I would 
suggest that one promising line of investigation is to see 
who is profiting from prison expansion. 
Many of the tatest corporations such as IBM, Deli , 
Boeing. Microsoft, Motorola, Honeywell, Hewlett-Packard, 
etc. employ prison Iabor directly or through sub-<:ontrac-
tors. in 1994 state prisoners produced over $900 million 
worth of goods al'ld services, while the total today is no 
doubt sub-
stantially continued on next page. 
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!arger. Microjet, a Boeing supplier, pays 
prisoners $5-7 an hour (with the prisoners 
getting 20% of that) to do the work that 
Boeing machinists get pa id $25 an hour. ln 
the same prison, cloth ing for Eddie Bauer, 
Union Bay, Planet Hollywood and others is 
produced at Iabor costs that undercut 
these companies· foreign sweatshops. ln 
South Carolina. Jostens, who manufacture 
caps and gowns no less, found it was 
eheapertoset up a sweatshop in Leath 
Women's prison than to contract its work 
out to sweatshops in Mexico - while they 
also kept the sales "advantage" of the 
Made in the USA Iabei. And these exam-
ples are only the tip of the iceberg. 
cents to $1.15 an hour (while keeping only 
half that amount) to work in war and com-
mercial production in 99 factories in 64 
prisons operated by Federal Prison 
lndustries. 
sions, no health insurance, no vacations or 
sick leave" and all at a wage sca le from 23 
cents to $1.53 an hour! 
graced by your distinguished President, but 
involved in somewhat different activities, I 
would guess). 
Federal prisoners produce 100% of all 
army helmets, ammunition cases, body 
armor and many other military necessities 
in a program following NAZI traditions of 
war production by forced Iabor. 
FPI produces products fo r sale abroad 
(a pending bill would allow sales in the US) 
that undersell sweatshops in Asia and 
Latin America and cause layoffs in facto-
ries in the US that previously produced 
these goods. 
I hope that the prison project at Bard 
will pursue this line of inquiry and also 
develop educational and action projects to 
fight the slave Iabor "camps" run in the US 
by the very same people who so decry 
such slave Iabor practices in countries 
such as Ch ina that they compete with. I 
have included with this Ietter a pamphlet 
on prison Iabor published by the 
Progressive Labor Party (a communist 
-Len Friedman 
ENVIRONMENTAL COLUMN CONTINUED 
$400 billion from fish ing and tourism 
araund the world and would take a tremen-
dous toll especially on small island 
economies already under harsh economic 
pressure. 
Lest we think that these slave Iabor 
practices are only the creation of right-wing 
state conservatives, the use of slave Iabor 
in Federal prisons under the Clinton admin-
istration has proceeded in the same man-
ner. Federal prisoners are "pa id" from 23 
The use of prison slave Iabor also 
serves the interests of the US financial 
elite by affering low wage competition that 
can be used to intimidate "free" workers 
from struggling to improve their own condi-
tions. As a Vi rginia prisons advertisement 
stated: "Virgin ia's prisons. They Are Wide 
Open to Business: willing, experienced, 
workers": "no benefit packages, no pen-
party l've belonged to since the 60s) that 
goes into greater deta il on prison Iabor with 
many footnotes of respectable "bourgeois" 
sources. For more information call 1-800-
330-9953 or go to www. plp.org. l'm sure 
that Bard students and faculty can carry 
the research on the specific conditions of 
prison Iabor much further. 
Good luck and thank you for the 
opportunity to participate- somewhat vicar-
iously- n reliving some of my college politi-
cal days (spent at the sa me university 
lt is just forthat reason that many 
countriessuch as lndonesia are unable to 
take sufficient measures to save their coral 
reefs and are asking more stable industrial 
countries for aid . lndonesia is home to 
14% of the world 's coral reefs and Iacks 
the funds to protect them. lndonesia has 
already lost half of it's coral, said a repre-
sentative at the Coral Symposium. The 
most startling idea being that in 20 years, 
coral reefs may be gone entirely and with 
them, a whole ecosystem. 
The WTO is Fucked Up 
BY Michael Chameides 
The issue before last of the Free 
Press had an editorial by Matthew 
Richards defending the World 
Trade Organ ization (WTO). I 
applaud his engagement in public 
debate although I feel that his arti-
cle skipped the centrar critiques of 
the WTO. Richards set up a 
dichotomy between trade and no-
trade, argued that trade is better 
than no-trade and then summarily 
defended the WTO as fa lling on 
the trade side. I agree that no-
trade is an unrealistic goal (at this 
point in time); however this realiza-
t ion does not Iead me to support 
the WTO. There are several ways 
to organize global trade and the 
WTO is not the pro-peace, global 
prosperity, feel good institution 
that Richards presents it as. 
The goal of the WTO is to facilita te 
trade among member nations by 
removing trade "barrie rs" and 
using pun it ive measures against 
countries to enforce free trade. 
Environmental standards, Iabor 
standards, safety standards, ani-
mal rights standards, policies that 
support struggling or local 
economies, product labeling, and 
national and local laws are all con-
sidered "barriers" if they reduce 
multinational corporate profi ts. 
The WTO has a court system that 
is not open to the publ ic which 
makes rul ings on these issues. Six 
people in Geneva that we've never 
heard of, talked to, or voted for will 
make a decision behind closed 
doors as to whether a United 
States law is legal. When a coun-
try is sued for placing trade barri-
ers, citizens have no ability to give 
test1mony, g1ve input. or even get a 
transcript of the proceedings. Six 
people will decide whether a 
country's laws are legal. 
The WTO is not about "free trade" 
but corporate profit. Trade, or "free 
trade," does not necessitate that 
laws designed to protect people be 
stripped away. Corporations, not 
people, benefit when these laws 
are stripped away because they 
don't have to spend money on 
environmenta l protections, fai r 
wages, or other ethical practices 
that people demand. The WTO has 
prioritized free/ cheap trade over 
people. 
The punitive system of the WTO is 
designed to benefit rich countries 
while victimizing poor countries. lf 
a country disregards a rul ing by 
the WTO, then the country is risk-
ing trade sanctions. But only rich 
Countries can wage sanctions and 
only poor countries can get sanc-
tioned. The U.S. consistently and 
overtly brakes the standards of 
the WTO by economically propping 
up domestic agro-businesses. 
However, no country is economi-
cally stable enough tostop trading 
with the U.S. On the other hand, 
the U.S.'s economy is raaring while 
we have sanctions on over half the 
world . Thus, rich countries - like 
the U.S. - can disregard "free 
trade' while poor countries must 
tear down environmental and 
human rights protections to avoid 
trade sanctions. Thus, the WTO 
becomes a vehicle for corporate 
profit by allowing corporate hand-
outs in the U.S. while calling for 
the abolishment of laws that 
reduce profit. 
Richards does not give an explana-
tion of the WTO or a coherent 
argument of why the WTO should 
be the way that global trade is 
organ ized. His arguments do not 
engage with criticisms of the WTO, 
but rather bu ild on a number of 
rhetorical arguments to prop up 
his already simplistic proofthat 
the WTO is good. 
Richards says that the WTO is one 
of the most misunderstood organ i-
zations in the world in an attempt 
to delegi timize its critics. However, 
he does not mention - never mind 
rebuke - the cri tic isms that the 
WTO has a private court system, 
undermines democracy, and 
enforces global rule through sanc-
tions. 
Richards cites international stu-
dents as a body of people that 
support the WTO. This argument 
strikes me more as cultural 
tokenism rather than a logica l 
argument. But, moreover, it 's inac-
curate. l've never seen an official 
survey of Bard's international stu-
dents, but it's certainly clear that 
several international students 
oppose the WTO, the IMF, and the 
World Bank. International students 
have been intricately involved with 
the organizing at Bard, and gave 
several lectures last semester. The 
author's argument also stands in 
stark cantrast to protests araund 
the world. ln the past 10 years, 
there have been over 50 mass 
protests of civil unrest in at least 
13 poor countries du ring an IMF 
or WTO meeting. He would be hard 
pressed to find a single pro-WTO 
rally organized by poor people. 
Richards also argues that China's 
desire to join the WTO is evidence 
that the WTO is good. lt is not 
clear that the Chinese people or 
anybody else benefits from China 
joining the WTO. Furthermore, we 
shouldn 't use China as a model of 
moral goodness. Most importantly, 
we need to understand that China 
is forced to want to join the WTO 
by t tJe way that global trade is 
organized. Slnce global trade 
revolves areund the WTO, China 
must join to participate. Butthat 
does nothing to prove that a pri-
vate court that puts profit over 
people and declares sanctions on 
developing nations is a good thing. 
Conversely, we should critique the 
WTO for being so powerful that all 
countries must succumb to it's 
power and put their trade ' barri-
ers" on the auction bleck. 
Richards last argumentisthat 
people who disagree with the WTO 
arestupid and uneducated. Again 
this is not an argument, but a 
rhetorical move. lt's irenie that 
Richards refers to activists as peo-
ple who "probably know a little, 
but not enough." He teils of a 
class he took where he learned 
that the WTO is good and that 
many people who at first dis-
agreed with the WTO liked it by the 
end of the class. Again , this is an 
empty point. He doesn 't argue that 
the WTO is good, but merely teils 
that some people like it. Their 
have been plenty of Bard profes-
sors who have taught classes 
about why the WTO and IMF are 
oppressive insti tutions including 
Joel Kovel, Diana Brown, Steven 
Colatrella , Omar Encarcnacion, Aji t 
Zacharais, and Alan Klima; and 
Last semester, over 100 people 
from the Bard community includ-
ing international students, profes-
sors, and several Levy Schalars 
wend to D.C. to protest the IMF. 
Perhaps, as Richards argues, we 
are all stupid, but, I think he has 
fai led to prove it. 
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Bard Security "Crack"s 
Down On Student Body 
By Max Juren 
What was your reasoning son? The words of a true 
square slapped me in the face on that fateful day. l'm th ink-
ing, must one have a rational explanation for every action he 
commits? lt has become apparent to me that under the 
reign of our team of security guards here at Bard, we are 
expected as pupils enrolled in this highly respected institu-
tion, to possess this kind of self-knowledge. 
So the urge overcame me to tear off my clothes in the 
back yard of an undisclosed house on Annandale Road. The 
residents of the home were quite aware of what was going 
down on their property. lt was a nice day. So I ran around, 
tripped over a hammock and somehow ended up sitting on 
the stone wall in the front of the house. Automobile 
enclosed people hardly turned their heads ( my genitalia was 
carefully covered by my hands). Even some of those walking 
by on the path said hi to me and failed to notice that I was 
wearlng nothing but shoes. A securlty guard drove by. 
Moments later, returning with an overwhelming amount 
of ' backup', an entire fleet of security vehicles infiltrated the 
premises. Upon seeing this spectacle, I ran, figuring that 
they were arriving to at the least scold me, and at the worst 
apprehend me. 
So I say, 'What's the hubbub?' to which they respond 
amongst themselves ' mumble, mumble, mumble'. 
There is some doubt as to the legality of their presence 
on the private property on which they were expressly alerted 
by a resident, they were unwelcome. But beside that, let's 
stop a moment to consider the reasoning behind the entirety 
of the Bard "police force ' being needed to neutralize a Situa-
tion involving one naked college student and a stone wall. I 
gotta be honest, I just don't gP.t it! I mean I understand that 
the naked body is a sinful th ing, and that the penis is a dirty, 
disgusting and vile instrument, but four security guards and 
cars including the head chief of staff whose name eludes me 
at the moment coming to deal with my little old (insert 
humoraus slang term for penis here)? 
Weil, evidently my name must be reported to the Dean 
of Students now. l'm not sure who that is, but I sincerely 
hope he doesn't teil anyone about this whole affair. I know 
now that what I did was wrong and that the Bard Security 
staff was merely acting in the interest of my best interests, 
but I still wouldn 't want this to get out and have everyone 
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E:'djtoriall opin~ol')s 
Muppets Revisited, Teletubbies Regurgitated: 
An Analysis of Children's Programming 
By: Drew Schulze and Waldorf? Where were people 
that 
compla ined about everything? 
Teletubbie, Tinky Winky, is gay. I believe it 
was the conservative Jerry Falwell who 
was initially one of the most vocal about 
Tinky Winky's sexual orientation, although 
countless others have since argued that 
Tinky Winky must be homosexuaL After 
all, he is purple, he does have an upside 
down triangle on top of his head, and he 
does carry a purse- excuse me, a "magic 
bag." 
Teletubbie Custard. 
Jim Henson's gentle genius affords 
ch ildren the chance to enjoy themselves, 
whi le learning something about the world. 
On a profound Ievei, one cou ld view the 
Muppets as a completely dysfunctional 
group that usually managed to get along, 
and turn out a damn good show. 
Somehow. ln this respect, The Muppet 
Show is not unlike the world . 
I remember a t ime when I was 
younger. 
More specifically the half hour 
between pajamas and bedtime. 
Every evening that time would find 
Accordingly, I fi nd Barney's playground 
and classroom utopia quite difticult to 
stomach. Having grown up with the 
Muppets, I del ighted at..the chance that a 
large blunt object might spontaneously fall 
from the rafters at any moment, leveling 
Barney where he stood. 
me sitting down to watch my favorite tele-
vision show: lt was a time for smiling and 
for laughing. lt was also a time for hoping; 
hoping that Dr. Bunsen Honeydew might 
accidentally detonate someth ing causing 
Beaker to explode into twenty billion 
pieces. Again . I ~ was, of course, The 
Muppet Show. 
Apparently I was not alone in wateh-
ing the Muppets, as many of my seven 
friends here at Bard have confessed that 
they watched the Muppets, as weil as 
Sesame Street, when they were younger 
too. Gonzo, Fozzie, and Bert and Ernie, 
have proven to be shared personalities. 
Forthis reason , they are dependable con-
versation starters, and frequent allusions 
in various discussions related to comedy. 
l've also heard their occasional employ-
ment in severely drunken pick up lines. 
Notfirst hand, of course. 
While I am famil iar with Barney, I 
can't say that I know very much about the 
Teletubbies. ln fact, l'm quite proud to say 
that l've never watched the Teletubbies at 
all. Forthis reason, I decided to consult 
an expert. 
Veta Allan, who lives next door to me, 
had this to say about the Teletubbies; "The 
Teletubbies is the most bizarre concept for 
such a successful show that l've ever 
seen." 
While th is is a awtully convincing 
argument, I have a hard time championing 
the notion that a gencier neutral puppet 
can be gay. Proving such a sexual Orienta-
tion would be quite difficult. As far as I 
know, Tinky has no winky. 
On a sign ificantly less profou nd Ievei, 
Sesame Street can be seen as a sanctu-
ary for those of us like Cookie Monster, 
who have blue fur, great big googly eyes, 
and whose vices are as simple and easily 
identifiable as eating lots and lots of cook-
ies. I asked Veta about Tinky Winky. She 
had this to say; "Tinky Winky is too tall . 
The other Teletubbies are much cuter. 
Especially Po." ' 
As Veta explained, and as I under-
stand it, Tinky Winky, Dipsy, Laa-Laa, and 
Po, all hop araund some kind of magical 
Teletubbyland, singing and dancing. They 
also do far more engaging things. They 
make Teletubbie Toast, and Teletubbie 
Custard. 
Veta directs our focus back to charac-
ters, rather than their sexual practices. 
The bottarn line is that the Muppets and 
Sesame street have some kind of educa-
tional content, while shows like the 
Teletubbies have little. The Count taught 
us how to count. Tt)e Teletubbies teach us 
how to bounce around, and make 
The Muppets and Sesame Street 
teach and tutor the child . Programming of 
this sort imparts the rud imentary wisdom 
that is expected of educational ch ildren 's 
television. Additionally, it is a delight for 
both children and parents alike. I, for one, 
can still remember some of the quite intel-
ligent lyrics to Ernie's ' I Don 't Want To Live 
on the Moon.' 
I c?n't imagihe what a chi ld remem-
bers after watehing the Teletubbies. 
Exciting. 
ln sharing some Muppet memories 
with a triend of mine the other day, I 
paused to ask her if she knew what kids 
were wateh ing on television today. Her 
answer frightened me. She said, "Barney 
and9T~etubbies. • 
Rumor has it that the purple 
The lessons l've learned from the 
Muppets and Sesame Street have 
endured, and arestill exercised in my 
everyday life. I always Iook both ways 
before cross ing the street, and I take pride 
in beingable to count to twenty. I can 
relate to Ernie's plight when he wonders i 
he wou ld like to live on the noon, and I 
still identify with Kermit every time I hear 
him sing the Rainbow Connection. 
1 1111
1 dol}~t~ike B9rney 
I watched Barney once, and was very 
upset. I recognized the fairy tales and 
nursery rhymes as the same ones that I 
had grown up with , yet they had been 
euphemistically laundered to be made fit 
for broadcast on PBS. Additionally, the 
beloved purple dinosaur's all encompass-
ing Iove for everyttilng under the sun , 
made me want to vomit. Where was 
Oscar the Grouch? Where were Statler 
Holbrook's article mas-
querades as a technical 
judgment of my writing 
according to uni_yersally_ 
hetd ·criterla of-sfyle. 
I also have no trou ble embracing the 
wholehearted truth behind C is for cookie. 
' Sophomore Perspective: 
All the Little Things 
By Jill Patterson 
Last year I signed up for a 
Bard ski trip. Since I was without 
a car at the time, Bard trans-
portation was the only way I 
could get to go skiing. Skiing is 
one of my passions and I looked 
torward to this trip for two weeks. 
With each passing day my excite-
ment mounted and I could envi-
sion myself soaring down the 
silky slope. The night before I 
was going to go on the ski trip, as 
I was setting out my ski clothes 
for the next morning, Scott from 
the athletic department called 
me. He told me that the trip was 
canceled due to the fact that I 
was the only person who signed 
up for it. My built up excitement 
came crashing down areund me 
and after I hung up the phone 
tears gushed from my eyes. 
To some of you it might 
seem silly that a canceled ski trip 
caused me to cry; but the tears 
were not just for the ski trip, the 
tears were for everyth ing I knew 
that I didn't like about Bard but 
hadn 't been willing, until that 
moment, to admit to myself. 
I came to Bard expecting an 
outing club because I saw it 
advertised in one of the 
brochures. But when I got here I 
discovered that the so-<:alled out-
ing club was just money or equip-
ment that individuals could bor-
row for trips. lt wasn't actually a 
club. I had been looking torward 
to a club as an opportunity to 
meet people with similar inter-
ests as mine. But I pardoned 
Bard's little white lie and contin-
ued with my Bard life. 
A few weeks later registra-
tion for first semester (aka: hell) 
happened. I arrived one hour 
early and patiently waited while 
students filtered into the room. 
When the professors came I 
stood up and walked over to the 
table to get my paper signed. 
That was my first mistake, I 
actually should have leaped up 
and run over to the table, 
because by the time I got there 
there was already a wall of stu-
dents crammed together. I 
joined the wall and waved my 
paper, hoping the professor 
would see it. That was my sec-
ond mistake. I should have Iet 
myself resort to my animal 
instincts and clawed and pushed 
my way to the front of the mob 
like some other students were 
doing. So I didn 't get that class, 
or two of the other classes I 
wanted. By the end of the day I 
was extremely disi llusioned. But 
like I did with my disappointment 
about the outing club, I pushed 
my disillusionment aside and 
continued happily with my Bard 
life. 
Meanwhile, my dorm life 
was, weil , interesting to say the 
least. Obreshkove shook when-
ever people were having sex, 
whenever the wind was blowing, 
and whenever the wind was not 
blowing. When the power went 
oft or back on (which was quite 
often as many of us can remem-
ber) the fire alarm would sound. 
So all the Obreshkovians would 
run out into the rain and huddle 
insmall groups for twenty min-
utes until security arrived. And 
last but not least, was the 
Obreshkove Iake. I got quite 
skilled at running and leaping 
over the puddle that formed in 
our hallway whenever it rained . 
But I laughed these things off 
and went on with my Bard life. 
I had maintained a happy 
disposition until that fateful night 
before the intended ski trip. 
Everything I had been excusing 
and laughing oft finally caught up 
to me. Disillusionment struck, 
and this time I couldn't push it 
aside completely. Little things 
kept happening throughout the 
rest of the year that added to my 
And that's good enough for me. 
disillusionment. For instance, 
when I had a car second semes-
ter I thought it had been stolen 
because security failed to notify 
me that they had moved it from 
one parking Iot to another. 
Registration for secend semester 
was just as bad as it was for first 
semester. And a ratting trip I 
signed up for in the spring came 
extremely close to being .can-
celed due to Iack of interest. All 
these little things added up; 
alone, they would not have made 
me want to leave Bard. This past 
summer I decided that I should-
n't have to put up with ' all the lit-
tle things" and declared my inten-
tion to tra nsfer. 
When I came back to Bard 
as a sophomore this year I was 
expecting to come back to th'e 
Bard that I knew freshman year. 
But it's different this year. Things 
are better. My dorm doesn 't 
shake, there are no lakes to leap 
over, and as of yet there have 
been no fire drills. Though 
there's not an official outing club, 
I have busied myself with other 
activities like yoga, tai chi, and 
biking: Registration hasn't hap-
pened yet, but since l've decided 
that l'm moderating into math , a 
less popular major, I don't think 
1'11 have any problems getting the 
classes that I want. And I have a 
car now so I can go skiing when-
ever I want. 
Though things are better this 
yea r, and I find myself having to 
excuse less problems than I did 
last year, there is still some left-
over disillusionment within me. I 
still want to transfer, but now I 
want to transfer because l'm con-
stantly afraid that, though things 
are going relatively weil now. they 
could turn bad at any moment. 
We all know that Bard is unpre-
dictable. ln some ways I like how 
Bard is unpredictable because · 
there's always a surprise waiting 
for me areund some corner. But 
often that surprise is bad. 
l'm a relatively la id-back and 
tolerant person, but Bard 
breached that tolerance last year 
and I now am having difticulties 
restering my faith for th is school. 
By transferring I hope to go to a 
more predictable school. Though 
l'haven't applied to any colleges 
yet, each application that comes 
in the mail brings a smile to my 
face. ln that smile is the hope 
that those collegeswill Iack ' all 
the little things' that Bard seems 
to be infamaus for among its 
attending students. 




This description and calendar of activist 
groups and events is made in an effort to 
broaden campus awareness of all possible 
interests. lt is not exclusive, and welcomes 
submissions from all that believe their 
groupj event should be incl uded. This is 
the secend edition of a monthly publica-
tion . To have something Decj Jan edition, 
please email a copy to Laila Tomkinsan 
(lt763). The deadline to be included is 
November 20th. 
STUDENT ACTION COLLECTIVE: 
The Student Action Collective (SAC) is a 
coalition of progressive and radical groups 
working against all forms of oppression. in 
its fifth year, SAC has organized against 
pol ice brutality, global iza tion and cerparate 
power and has been responsible for major 
changes on campus as weil. The SAC is a 
non-hierarchal, consensus-based group. 
MEETING TIMES: 
Weekly SAC meetings: Wed. 7pm base-
ment of the Old Gym (BOG) 
SAC WORKING GROUPS: 
IRAQ: Meets on Tuesdays at 8pm in the 
basement of the Old Gym. 
STUDENTS AGAINST SWEATSHOP LABOR: 
The committee has no setmeetingtime 
yet, as one of the student members gradu-
ated last year and a replacement has yet to 
be hi red . Contact Shankar Gopalakrishnan 
(sg584@bard.edu, x4526) or Michael 
Chameides (mc753@bard.edu, x4536) for 
more information. 
SOA: Weekly meetings are Fridays at 3pm 
in the Root Cellar (basement of the Old 
Gym). 
LABOR GROUP: 
As it is new, there is no set meetingtime 
yet. Contact mv863@bard.edu to find out 
when the next meeting wil l be. 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE GROUP: 
Meets on Wednesdays at 6. 15 in the 
basement of the Old Gym. 
ELECTION YEAR: 
m conjunction with SAVE: Meets on 
Wednesdays at 6pm in the basement of 
the Old Gym. 
BARC: 
Every Sunday. Albee lounge; social , vegan 
potlucks every other week. 
7pm potluck weeks (Oct. 29th etc.) 
7pm non potluck weeks 
BARD-AID: • 
Contact Peter Maleolm at pm832@bard or 
Rachel Mahoney rm987@bard . 
BARD PRISON INITIATIVE: 
The Bard Prisen Initiative meets every 
other Thursday in the Basement of the Old 
Gym. 
EXPLORING WORLDS: 
Contact Devin lrby at di928@bard.edu. 
GREEN PARTY: 
Contact Matt Dineen at x4421 or 
md936@bard.edu. 
SAVE: 
Meets on Wednesdays at 8. 00 in the 
basement of the Old Gym, in conjunction 
w1th SAC's election yea r group. 
SILK: 
Contact Devin lrby at di928@bard.edu. 
OFF CAMPUS GROUPS: 
Mid-Hudson DAN: Thursdays 7pm New 
Paltz 
Mid-Hudson Coal ition to End Sanctions on 
lraq: Sundays 2-4 at Vassar. To get involved 
call Michael at x4536 or email 
mc753@bard.edu 
SAC WORKING GROUPS: 
IRAQ: 
The lraq working group has made its focus 
putting an end to the UN/ US enforced eco-
nomic sanctions 
on lraq, which are directly responsible for 
thousands of deaths every month. We tar-
get politicians by writing letters and making 
phone calls to oppose the sanctions. We 
send letters out to local papers, arid have 
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had some success in getting LTEs and arti-
cles published. We mainly work on events 
on campus - like the recent teach in. We're 
putting tagether a volume of information on 
the sanctions tosend out to local organiza-
tions as a means to form a broad coalition 
to end the sanctions. 
STUDENTS AGAINST SWEATSHOP LABOR: 
Over the past two years, college 9ampuses 
across the USA have been the site of 
protests demanding ttiat companies pro-
ducing college clothing guarantee basic 
Iabor rights in their factories. Bard joined 
this movement in the spring of 1999, when 
the Student Labor Coalition pressured the 
Bard administration into signing a Code of 
Conduct for our subcontracto rs. The Code 
requires that all Bard subcontractors 
(specifically Chartwells at Kline, 
ServiceMaster, and Barnes and Noble at 
the bookstore) guarantee that their prod-
ucts are made in fair working conditions. lt 
also requires them to disclose where those 
products are made and to allow monitaring 
agencies access to those areas. Since 
then a Iot has happened both nationally 
and locally. United Students Against 
Sweatshops (USAS), the national coalition 
of student groups, formed a monitaring 
agency for college apparel called the 
Worker Rights Consortium (WRC). Bard 
joined the WRC and agreed to support its 
efforts in February. in the meantime, the 
college agreed to form a four-person com-
mittee to Iook into the Code; three mem-
bers are students (who are paid for the 
committee work that they do) and the 
fourth is Vice President for Administration 
James Brudvig. The committee has con-
centrated on sorting through legal details 
with the subcontractor corpora tions and 
beginning the basis for investigations into 
where and how Bard products are pro-
duced. We are also maintaining.connec-
tions with USAS, which has grown enor-
mously and held its th ird natiooal conf~r­
ence in August. This month we will be 
focusing on getting Barnes & Noble to pub-
licly disclose facto ry information, investigat-
ing the production of Service Master's 
Uniforms, looking at the produce in Kline, 
and working with the Worker's Rights 
Consortium to begin monitaring clothing 
factories. 
SCHOOL OF THE AMERICAS: 
This group is busy preparing for an upcom-
ing demonstration and civil disobedience 
action planned in Fort Benning, Georgia for 
the weekend of Nov. 18-19 in prolest of the 
School of the Americas (SOA). The SOA is a 
training institute for Latin American sol-
diers and officers, many of which have 
been involved in some of the most notori-
ous human rights violations of the past 25 
years throughout the region. The SOA 
today emphasizes the ensuring "stability" 
and fighting the Drug War, with particular 
concern for Mexico and Colombia. 
LABOR GROUP: 
The Labor working group of the Student 
Action Collective is a newly formed group 
whose focus is on issues of workers' rights 
both international ly and within our commu-
nity. lt was born after a meeting with SAC 
members and disgruntled B+G workers 
who were frustra ted about stalled union 
negotiations. Members from the working 
group have attended a rally in Kingston in 
support of the union UNITE!, whose work-
ers are battling for living working condi-
tions despite their employer hiring a notori-
ous union-busting law firm. in addition, the 
group organized a teach-in on campus 
about local Iabor issues and how students 
can aid worker-led campaigns, bringing 
experts on migrant workers in New York, 
the UNITEl campaign in Kingston , Union 
Summer, and an organizer from B+G and 
Service Master's Service Employees 
International Union (SEIU) Local 200 D. 
Future campaigns will be to raise aware-
ness and organization on campus to be of 
service to workers in struggle, with a focus 
on the UNITEl campaign, sweatsh.ops, and 
migrant workers in the state. Any issues 
are welcome and we encourage people to 
participate. Contact mv863@bard.edu or 
come to SAC meetings to learn more. 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE GROUP: 
The criminal justice working group (formerly 
death penalty, etc and death industrial 
complex) is up and running. Already we've 
held a listening to Allthings Censored -
Mumia's radio recordings (which l'm willing 
to lend out to anyone interested), and we 
organized bard kids togodown to the 
Protest Aga inst Police Brutality last sunday. 
The next th ings that we're planning are: 
1. An informational packet on Political 
Prisoners and the Death penalty. We want 
to include Mumia and Pettier and others 
(hey! lf there's anyone you think we should 
include in there, please Iet Emily B. or 
Maggie V. know), and we want to give a 
rundown on the way the system operates. 
lt would be sort of a doorway for people . 
who are interested in the issue. 
2. November 10th - there's a kind of teach-
in in New York City on Mumia and his cur-
rent legal situation. We're organizing a car-
pool. We'll start organizing for this in the 
next couple weeks. 
3. December 10th - march for Leonard 
Pettier in NYC. 
CAMPUS GROUPS: 
BARD ANIMAL RIGHTS COLLECTIVE 
(BARC): 
This semester, the BARC has a variety of 
events planned that will hopefully interest 
students within and outside of the animal 
rights movement. We have begun making 
our own zine-style cookbook, Ietter writing, 
and getting Procter and Gamble products, 
a company notorious for animal testing, out 
of the bookstore. We are planning a bene-
fit show for Farm Sanctuary, a fa rm upstate 
that takes in as many farm animals as pos-
sible who have been mistreated or were 
about to be killed. in addit ion, we will be 
attending anti-fur protests both locally and 
in New York City. We hope to work with the 
food committee and Kline to provide 
healthier and trustworthy veganjvegetarian 
options to students in order to provide a 
supportive environment for those who 
choose a cruelty-free Iifestyie. Everyone is 
welcome to altend meetings and we are 
open to any ideas or interests that people 
want to include in BARC's plans for the 
semester. Contact mv863@bard.edu with 
questions or please attend one of our gath-
erings. 
BARD-AID: 
BARD-AID is a student run emergency relief 
and awareness raising organization on 
campus. We work to raise student aware-
ness about local , national , and internation-
al crises, and we focus on the issues that 
don't get much play in the media. We also 
throw parties and hold fundraisers and 
then send the money to those who need it. 
Our policy is to only send money to organi-
zations that will use it directly for people in 
need. 
Same time in November we will be showing 
a popular 80s movie (Goonies, perhaps) in 
the student center theater. We will charge 
admission, hand out Ieafiets of informa-
tion . We have not yet decided where we 
will send the profits. And our Beach Party, 
Comonawannaleiya II, is slated for 
December 1st. This will once again include 
a beach balls, * refreshments*, a sandpit, 
and a human auction. People can reach 
Bard-Aid through Peter Maleolm at 
pm832@bard or Rachel Mahoney 
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BARD PRISON INITIATIVE: 
BPI is a multi-faceted organization with sev-
eral goals. Several Bard students will be 
hosting werkshops in nearby prisons start-
ing this semester. BPI is also hosting a 
series of five forums, ' Discussing American 
Justice.' This semester we hope to concen-
trate on NY's drug and disenfranchisement 
laws. All are encouraged to ~ttend . 
EXPLORING WORLDS: 
s an inform-al dis-course where a different 
professor speaks each week. 
Peter Skiff, Bob Holman and Robert Cutter 
have already spoken on various subjects 
including synchronicity and symmetry in 
chess. Professor John Ferguson is speak-
ing Thursday the 2nd probably at 5 PM . 
Afterward (the tollowing week) is David 
Kettler. Bruce Chilton, Robert Kelly, and 
Joel Kovel areallalso scheduled to speak. 
Watch for a showing of ' Network' (a 70s 
counter-culture, anti-mass-media flick 
about a news anchorman turned profit 
which popularized the line: ' l'm as Mad as 
Hell, and l'm not going to take th is any-
more! ') along with a hast of short, amusing 
movies, such as ' Television Delivers peo-
ple" (which is all captions), lineage by 
George Griffin , and a few others. That will 
be secend to last weekend of November, 
probably Sunday afternoon. So it's new 
this semester, aims to bridge the 
student/faculty gap casually and on an 
interest-availability basis. There is a com-
prehensive website that includes intriguing 
articles, links, artwork, and essays which is 
justoff the default "inside.bard.edu' page. 
lt's in "Special Projects' and then ' lngest 
Digest' , but the direct link for anyone who 
wants to see the Exploring Worlds site is: 
http:/ / inside.bard.edu/ irbyj plan/ Piease 
check the website for times and locations 
of events. 
GREEN PARTY: 
The Bard Greens are currently warRing on 
the Ra lph Nader 2000 Presidential 
Campaign. We feel that there should be a 
viable alternative to the Republicrats and 
Demopublicans that represents the inter-
ests of working people rather than Big 
Business. We have an e-mail Iist that keeps 
everyone updated on upcoming events and 
meeting (bardgreens@egroups.com). 
Upcoming actions include a local Ietter 
campaign to create awareness about the 
Green Party. lf you are interested in getting 
involved contact Matt Dineen at x4421 or 
md936@bard.edu. 
STUDENT ACTIVISTS FOR VOTING EQUALI-
TY: 
... starting its third year. SAVE was start-
ed during the 98-99 year by Michael 
Chameides and Marina Smerl ing ('99) 
when students were being denied the right 
to register to vote in Dutchess County. 
There is also a Vassar SAVE group. Du ring 
the fall '99 and spring '00 semesters, 
SAVE, working with Joseph Luders's 
American Government class, held protests, 
press conferences, phone bombs, threat-
ened.a lawsuit, and genera'lly pressured 
Dutchess County officials tostop their dis-
crimination against students. in April of 
2000, SAVE's main opponent, then 
Republican Elections Commissioner 
William Parol i, Sr. was thrown out of office 
on unrelated corruption charges. With the 
help of a county legislative panel that held 
public forums on student voting at Bard 
and Vassar campuses, SAVE successfully 
brought the issue so much publicity that 
the new Republican Elections 
Commissioner visits campus regularly and 
registers students to vote. 
This semester, with the SAC 
Elections Warking Group, SAVE is plann ing 
to change gears. SAVE's main event 
planned for November is ELECTION DAY on 
continued on page 14 
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By Matt Dineen 
After a rejuvenating night of 
sleep your alarm clock abruptly 
wakes you up. lt is Wednesday 
November 8th, 2000 the day 
after the United States 
Presidential election. You stum-
ble out of bed and head towards 
the bathroom to relieve yourself. 
Along the way you come across 
the daily newspaper. Normally 
you would ignore it, but you 
remember that the big election 
was last night and you were too 
busy studying for class to catch 
the results. You bend down to 
pick it up and you see that the 
headline reads 'ALBERT GORE 
DEFEATS KING GEORGE II IN 
ELECTION.' You sigh in relief that 
the incompetent cracker named 
'Dubya ' will not be ruling your 
· country, but then you realize that 
there is really nothing eise to cel-
ebrate. Although you voted for 
Gore you still aren't enthusiastic 
that he is now the President. 
How could you be? You proceed 
to the bathroom where you regur-
gitate into the toilet. Now you 
begin to wish that you "Ralphed' 
on Election Day instead. Ralph 
Nader that is. 
The 2000 presidential elec-
tion comes down to a fundamen-
tal choice for progressive to 
make: Do you cast your vote in 
favor of a business-controlled 
one party system, masquerading 
as a democralle two party sys-
tem, or do you cast your vote for 
a change? lf you are more 
inclined to choose the latter, then 
I urge you to vote for Green Party 
candidate Ralph Nader, a true 
reformer. 
Al Gore and George W. Bush 
Jr. represent the two factions of 
the ruling big business party. 
Their stances on vital issues that 
affect the entire world such as 
militarism, free trade, crimi nal 
j ustice, the rights of working peo-
ple and campaign finance reform 
are virtually indistinguishable. 
They merely differ in rhetoric. 
Gore has adopted a phony pop-
ulist message, in which he claims 
to be the champion of the work-
ing class. At the same time he 
accepts large soft money contri-
butions from multinational corpo-
rations; 60 of whith have also 
contributed to the Bush cam-
paign. 8oth candidates are in 
bed with big business, committed 
to protecting the interests of "the 
wealthiest 1 percent" as opposed 
to the interests of working peo-
ple. 
Many progressives are con-
cerned about the abortion issue, 
in regard to the next president's 
effect on the Supreme Court. The 
Democratic Party has exploited 
this issue to instill fear in pro-
choice voters. President Cl inton 
has said that under a Republican 
Bush administration Roe vs. 
Wade, the amendment that gives 
women the right to choose 
whether or not have a legal abor-
tion, will be overturned. This has 
been a successful scare-tactic to 
control progressives into voting 
for the supposed "lesser of two 
evils.' Award-winning filmmaker 
and activist Michael Moore has 
pointed out that the Democrals 
have been playing off this fear for 
decades to discourage folks from 
votlngfor a vtable alterna 
such as the Green Party. Moore 
recalls how he has heard the 
same argument every election. 
"You have to vote for Jimmy 
Carter, otherwise Roe vs. Wade 
will be overturned .' Every time he 
has fallen for it. The last five 
elections he has placed his vote 
for the "less evil" Democrat. Unti l 
~ow. This year he will vote for 
Ralph Nader, who unl ike Al Gore 
has always supported a woman 's 
right to choose and federal fund-
ing for abortions for poor women. 
ln response to the argument 
that a vote for Nader is a vote for 
Bush , Michael Moore says, 'A 
vote for Bush is a vote for Gore 
and a vote for Gore is a vote for 
Bush! " The point being that 
eilher way the two partyduopoly 
wins. Now is the time to vote our 
hopes and our dreams and not 
our fears! 
So who is this Ralph Nader 
guy? Why were Bush and Gore so 
frightened to debate him? Ralph 
Nader gained publ ic attention in 
1965 when his best sell ing book 
Unsafe At Any Speed exposed 
General Motors' dangerously 
defective Corvair. Since then he 
has relentlessly fought for the 
rights of ordinary citizens and to 
encourage them to stand up 
against powertut corporations 
and government bureaucracies. 
He is responsible for launehing 
the modern consumer move-
ment. He has formed numerous 
grassroots organ izations includ-
ing Publ ic Citizen, Public lnte rest 
Research Group (or PIRG), and 
the Center for Women's Policy 
Studies. Nader's work has 
helped to bring about safer cars, 
a cleaner environment (Clean 
'ater and Air A"cts),- the Fre 
of Information Act, and the 
Occupational Safety and Health 
Act. His Vice Presidential 
Candidate, Winona La Duke is a 
Native American activist and 
Harvard graduale. She works on 
a Reservation in Minnesota to 
restore the local land base and 
culture. La Duke is also the co-
chair of the lndigenous Women 's 
Network Board and the program 
director for Honor the Earth 
Fund. ln 1994 she was named by 
Time magazine as one of the fifty 
most promising Ieaders under 
forty years of age. Nader and La 
Duke are runn ing because 
unchecked corporate power is on 
a collision course with democra-
cy. They arealso helping to build 
a pol itical base for the growing 
progressive prolest movement in 
the United States. 
So it's pretty obvious that we 
need an alternative to the 
Republicrats and the 
Demopublicans, but why the 
Green Party? What is the Green 
Party? lt was born in Europe in 
the early 1970's as an environ-
mental, anti-nuclear and social 
justice grassroots movement. 
The Greens are now active in 75 
countries and all 50 states. 
Nationwide, Greens are claiming 
loca l and state offices and 
regaining a voice in their commu-
nities. Greensare ordinary citi-
zens who are saying, "enough is 
enough" to politicians who ignore 
our needs and to corporations 
who are out of control. The future 
of our children and the future of 
our planet deserve and demand 
no less. 
Ralph Nader's 2000 presi-
dential campaign has focused on 
ssues e other ca 
won 't discuss. He is an advoca te 
for universal health care, environ-
mental protection, urban renewal 
and public transportation, an 
increase of the minimum wage, 
workers rights, and education. 
Nader seeks to end corporate 
welfare, dismantle undemocratic 
Institutions such as the World 
Trade Organization, the 
lnternatio~ a l Monetary Fund, 
NAFTA, and the World Bank. He 
is for the elimination of soft 
money contributions to po litical 
cam paigns, and only accepts 
donations of $1,000 or less from 
individual citizens. Nader is also 
committed to' social justice. He 
seeks to celebrate differences 
and fight against all forms of 
oppression along with ending 
po lice bruta lity and the death 
penalty. 
lf you do choose to vote for 
Ralph Nader and the Green Party 
your vote is certainly NOT being 
thrown away. You will be doing 
your part in helping the Greens 
and this progressive movement 
to grow. ln the 1996 election 
Reform Party presidential candl-
date Ross Perot received 8 per-
cent of the popular vote. Th is 
year the Reform Party was award-
ed with $12.5 million dollars in 
federal funds because Perot 
reached 5 percent. The same 
can be accomplished by the 
Green Party in 2000 giving them 
much needed fin ancial support 
in the next election. lf enough cit-
izens resist the fear mongering 
invoked by Clinton and Gore and 
vote for what they believe in, 
then we will have a true alterna-
tive and ultimately a better socie-
ty. 
So, please Ralph on Ele 
Day so you don't ralph after-
wards. Vote your hopes. VOTE 
NADER! 
Nader Fans: Be C_areful Whom You Vote For 
By Michael Marlin, Jr. 
Many of us at Bard would , 
no doubt, like to see Ra lph ~Jader 
become the next president of the 
United States. There's just one 
important piece of Information 
that I think everyone should 
know: He's not going to! 
That point alone is crucial in 
understanding what to do with 
your vote next Tuesday. Here's 
the deal , plain and simple. The 
polls show that Nader does not 
have a chance at winning. True, 
as election time is getting closer, 
there has been increasing sup-
port for the Green Party candi-
date. However, in reality, the only 
people who are changing their 
minds to vote for Nader are the 
people who were going to vote 
for Gore. 
So what? You ask. How can 
we have a democracy if you don 't 
vote for whom you really want to 
win? Saying that Nader cannot 
wm is entirely too pessimistic. 
lt 's people like you who could 
make a change in this country if 
you only tried! That's where 
you' re wrong. I am not pes-
simistic . I am realistically opti-
mistic, as all of you should also 
be. Regardless , Iet me get to 
what I should have already sa id, 
and what you shou ld already 
realize. 
The polls, if they are accu-
rate, show that the competition 
between Gore and Bush right 
now is very close, as it has been 
for months. The more Gore fans 
that change their minds now and 
vote for Nader will result in fewer 
votes for Gore, obviously. Those 
few changed votes will, undoubt-
edly, cause Bush to win the elec-
tion, and God knows that none of 
us here wants that to happen for 
as long as this country exists on 
Earth! 
There will not be an unbe-
lievable upset in this election. 
The underdog (if that's what you 
wish to call Nader) will not win. 
The majority of each of the 
important states (the states with 
a Iot of electoral votes) will not 
m?gically decide out of the blue 
to become Pro-Green Party. 
What will happen though, I 
assure you, if Nader steals 
enough votes, is that Bush will 
become president and the end of 
the USA, as we know it, will soon 
become a horrifying real ity. 
~owever, to make things 
complicated and make me seem 
like a complete hypocrite, I must 
add that voting for Nader may 
not have completely bad conse-
quences. Butthis is only if you • 
know what you are doing! Aga in, 
here 's the deal. lf Nader does 
indeed get five percent of alt the 
votes on November 7th, the gov-
ernment will give the Green Party 
$12 million to help Nader cam-
paign in the next presidential 
race. Nader already does not 
have nearly as much money that 
Bush and Gore do to campaign, 
so he could definitely use that 
kind of help. 
So let's just vote for the bas-
tard! You say. Wrong. Above all 
things you must remember that 
Gore needs every vote to win this 
election since it is so close. 
There won 't be many 
Republicans that will, alt of a 
sudden, decide to vote for Nader. 
All you have to do to help Nader, 
and, at the same time, make 
sure Gore beats Bush, is vote 
intelligently! 
8oth Gore and Bush each 
have states that they are already 
"winning" by at least 5 percent, 
according to polls. lf you are reg-
istered in one of these states, 
and if the state has a fairly !arge 
population, then it is okay if you 
use your vote for Nader. This is 
because Bush or Gore will almost 
definitely win the electoral votes 
from that state. The chances of 
a dramatic change in these num-
bers are very slim. Therefore, 
you can vote Nader because 
there is really no way that there 
will be hundreds of thousands of 
people who will also change their 
vote and make the race forthat 
state a much closer one. 
Weil how do I know whether 
it is safe to vote for Nader in my 
state? That, my Bardians, is 
going to involve a little research 
on your part. You need to eilher 
pick up a newspaper or a maga-
zine or go online, and find out if 
a candidate is winning in your 
state by a significant margin . (A 
5 or 6 percent Iead for either 
candidate will do.) lf so, vote 
Nader. lf not, don 't chance it, 
because Gore will need all the 
votes he can get. For example, if 
you are registered to vote in New 
York, it is safe to vote Nader 
because Gore will almost defi-
nitely win this state on Election 
Day. lf you are voting in 
Pennsylvania, a state that sup-
ports Gore and Bush almost 
equally, do not vote for Nader. 
I hope I have made things 
clear, because th is is a very 
important issue. The safest bet, 
if you do not want to see George 
W. Bush become president, is to 
vote Gore. Bush knows that Gore 
is losing votes to Nader, which is 
why the Republ ican Party has 
recently started airing Pro-Nader 
television adsl lf you are 
absolutely set on helping out 
Nader, do some research first, 
and vote wisely. 
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November 7th. We will have shuttles leav-
ing Kl ine on the half-hou r until 9pm for 
our local polling place in Barrytown (big 
blue church on River 
Road). Also, SAVE wil l be trying to call and 
remind every locally registered Bard stu-
dent to go vote. We want every student to 
know that it 's Election Day. The theatre in 
the Campus Center wil l have an all-day 
(and evening) party to watch election 
returns come in. SAVE is also plann ing a 
victory party for students vot ing after 
Election Day, but we're not yet sure when. 
We also plan to publish a pamphlet high-
lighting several local issues that will be 
affected by student votes on election day. 
lt is not yet known whether SAVE will con-
tinue after Election Day November 7th. 
SILK (Sexual ldentities, Lifestyle and 
Knowledge): 
The heads th is year are: Ashton Morris, 
Carla Aspenberg, Sasha Paradis and 
Devin lrby. We've had two meetings thus 
far and our next meeting is Monday 
October 30 at 7:30. We helped organize 
the Drag Race, ran ·Purgatory and the coat 
check downstairs. There will be an off-
campus gathering, teil people to inquire to 
the website, or one of the heads for 
details (student.bard.edu/ silk). We also 
had a successful screening of a w i d e 
assortment of porn , cartoon (Where Did I 
come from), a Canadian rock video ("We're 
Talking Vulva') and Peggy Ahwesh's 
' Philosophy in the Bedroom." We will have 
another in December. The next weekend 
(first weekend of November) we're housing 
a toy-making workshop. Assorted gear, 
things for contact, whatever we find. The 
differences between people are ever pres-
ent and may as weil be admitted, utilized 
and enjoyed. Sex is a large portion of who 
we are, and the creative expression and 
discovery, within a basic BDSM communi-
tyj polyamoury community gu ideline of 
"Safe, Sane and Consensual" practice (you 
agree before hand to what roles you'll be 
taking on, and have ' sa fewords" to exit the 
play at any t ime). 
OFF CAMPUS GROUPS: 
The Mid-Hudson Coalition to End the 
Sanctions on lraq is a commun ity organ i-
zation that works 
with act ivists from Poughkeepsie, 
Kingston, Rh inecliff, and New Paltz. We 
are build ing a local coalition of religious 
Ieaders and fa ith groups, politicians, and 
anti-war activists to pressure our represen-
tatives and end the sanctions on lraq. ln 
the last few weeks, the Coalition has 
signed several religious Ieaders and politi-
cians onto the campaign, held a rally, and 
gotten several stories in the media. 
CALENDER OF EVENTS 
For events that do not have complete 
informat ion available yet, please Iook out 
for signs or come to a SAC 
meeting at 7pm on Wednesdays in the 
basement of the Old Gym. 
BARD and MID-HUDSON ACTION CALEN-
DAR Oct 25, 2000: 
Following are some progressive political 
act ivities of interest, scheduled at Bard or 
locally or elsewhere. Send info about 
upcoming events to Rayna at 914-752-
4553 or e-mail rm479@bard .edu 
EVENTS (* ind icated that the event is at 
Bard) 
* Tuesday, Oct. 31. BARD: Julia Butterfly 
Hili, tree-sitter, environmental activist and 
author will speak at 7 p.m. in Olin Hall. 
Hili captured the world 's attention when 
her record-setting tree-sit saved a thou-
sand-yea r-old redwood named Luna from 
destruction. She will recount her experi-
ences and speak about other current envi-
ronmenta l issues. Hill 's talk, presented by 
the Bard Environmental Resources 
Department, is free and open to the pub-
lic. A book signing and reception will fol-
low the ta lk in the Olin Atrium. For fu rther 
information, call Melanie Schweitzer at 
(845) 757-3699; or e-mail 
recycle@bard.edu. 
Tuesday, Oct. 31, NEW YORK CITY: Benefit 
for the Center for Cuban Studies, fea turing 
Harry Belafonte and specia l guests, 8 p.m. 
at Carnegie Hall. Benefit tickets are $25 
to $250. Informat ion, (212) 242-0559. 
Tuesday, Oct. 31, NEW PALTZ (SUNY): The 
Women in German Film Series continues 
with another anti-faseist offering, "The 
Nasty Girl," in German with English subti-
tles. Th is 1991 f ilm is based on "a true 
story of one courageous young woman's 
crusade to uncover the truth about her 
town's Nazi past." The showing is open to 
"all members of the college commun ity' 
and guests. Information, professor Peter 
Brown, (845) 257-3492 
* Wednesday, Nov. 1: 11/1 Bard Prison 
Initiative (BPI) will have the SUPREME 
COURT section of our Discussing 
American Justice series. Featuring Philip 
Lacovara, former assistant solicitor gener-
al under Thurgood Marshall, and WAMC 
correspondent and Alan Sussman - Bard 
Professor and constitutional lawyer. 7PM 
Olin 102 
Wednesday; Nov. 1, NEWBURGH: Weekly 
vigil every Wednesday to stop the bomb-
ings and end U.S.-initiated sanctions 
against lraq. (See Oct. 25.) 
Nov 2, Professor from Columbia is speak-
ing at New Paltz, 
* Thursday, Nov. 2: ANNANDALE-ON-HUD-
SON (Bard campus): Open forum on the 
topic, "Politics and the Environment: What 
Can We Expect from Our Vote?" lt's spon-
sored by the Bard Center for 
Environmental Police. 7:30 p.m., Olin Hall. 
Information (845) 758-7071 or Email 
cep@bard.edu. 
Thursday, Nov. 2, NEW PALTZ (SUNY cam-
pus): There will be a read ing/perform-
ance of Emma Goldman's work by Sally 
Ann Drucker. The event, free and open to 
the public, starts at 7 p.m. in Lecture 
Center 108 Information, Pat Clarke, Email : 
clarkep@newpaltz.edu, (845) 257 2975. 
Saturday, Nov. 4 , KINGSTON: There will be 
a 9 a.m.-1 p.m. conference on the topic, 
"The Rockefeiler Drug Laws: Justice 
Denied?" lt takes place at the Unitarian 
Congregation, 320 Sawkill Rd. There's a 
suggested donation of $7 in advance or 
$10 at the door, but everybody is invited, 
including if you're short of cash. 
Information: 331-2884 or 246-5235. 
Sunday, Nov. 5, HIGH LAND: Activist and 
journalist Andy Mclnerny will be the fea-
tured speaker at the monthly public meet-
ing of the Caribbean and Latin America 
Support Project (CLASP). His topic will be 
the current situation in volatile Colombia , 
the dangerous implications of 
Washington 's policy of intervention, the 
status of the armed struggle, and 
prospects for the future. Starts at 7 p.m. 
at Boughton Place meeting hall in 
Highlana, just south of Rt. 199 midway 
between Rt. 9W and New Paltz thruway 
exit 18. A potluck dinnerbegins at 6 p.m. 
Admission free, all invited. Info and direc-
tions: (914) 691-8289. 
* Monday, Nov. 6: Movie Series, TBA, spon-
sored by the political speakers' series. 
7pm in the Weis Theater, Campus Center 
Tuesday, Nov. 7: Michael Chameides and 
Shankar Gopalakrishnan are speaking at 
New Paltz. 
* Tuesday, Nov. 7: Election Day Party. All 
day in the Weis Theater, Campus Center. 
* Tuesday, Nov. 7: SOA Teach-ln with 
Professor Omar Encarnacion, Political 
Studies. Tuesday, Nov. 7 at 8:00pm -
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Loca tion: Olin , TBA 
Wednesday, Nov. 8, NEWBURGH: Weekly 
vigi l every Wednesday to stop the bomb-
ings and end U.S.-initiated sanctions 
against lraq. (See Oct. 25.) 
Thursday, Nov. 9, NEW PALTZ (Suny 
Campus): A public foru m on the question 
of "Commercial ization in the Publ ic 
Schools" willstartat 7:3Ö p.m. in Lecture 
Center 100. The meeting is sponsored by 
OPEN (Organizing for Public Education 
Now) and is bound to be of interest to 
anyone with progress ive concerns about 
the educationa l system. Information, 
(845) 255-6257. 
Thursday, Nov. 9, HUDSON RIVER VALLEY: 
There will be a "Candlelight Vigil to Ca II for 
a PCB Cleanup of the Hudson River," to 
combat GE's publicity campaign against 
the cleanup. The event will take place 
form 5:30-7:30 p.m. throughout the 
Valley. Volunteers are needed ASAP to 
coordinate local events .. PR, handouts, 
candles, assistance provided by 
Clearwater (845) 454-7673; Seenie 
Hudson (845) 473-4440; co-sponsored by 
ROAR, Sierra Club. Piease add your organ i-
zation's name to the Iist. 
mannajo@mail.dearwater.org or abick-
ing@scenichudson.org 
Friday, Nov. 10 (?): Bard-Aid is holding a 
fundraiser for the fol}d and medicine for 
the people of lraq. For more information, 
contact Peter Maleolm at pm832@bard or 
Rachel Mahoney rm987@bard. 
* Saturday, Nov. 11: National Day of 
Silence to protest sanctions on lraq. 
Location TBA. 
the films main characters, Latif Islam will 
be on hand to [ead a discussion after-
ward. Campus Center Theater/ t ime TBA 
Wednesday, Nov. 15, VARIOUS LOCA-
TIONS: This is the ' National Day of Action 
against the Office Supply lndustry,' target-
ing Sta ples stores. After forcing the do-it-
yourself and the build ing industries to 
adopt forest-friend ly policies, environmen-
tal groups now point to the office and 
paper supply industry- a major marketer of 
forest products. The Coastal Ra inforest 
Coal it ion, Student Environmental Action 
Coal ition , Rainforest Action Network, 
Earth First, and many others are cal ling 
for local protestsoutside Staples stores. 
For information, literature, support, con-
tact (206) 781-1107, email liz@coasta l-
rainforest.org, or for listserve: endan-
gered-forests-subscribe@egroups.com. 
* Monday, Nov. 15: Juvenile Justice - the 
final installment of Discussing American 
Justice w; Jason Ziedenberg of the Justice 
Policy Institute, and Kim McGillicuddy of 
the Bronx Youth Force. OLIN 102 7PM 
Thursday, Nov. 16, NEW YORK CITY: 
Daylong Conference on "Conserving 
Biodiversity in Hudson River Habitats: New 
York City to Troy,' co-sponsored by the 
Hudson River Environmental Society 
(HRES), N.Y.S. Dept. of Environmental 
Conservation, and the Center for 
Biodiversity and Conservation of the 
American Museum of Natural History. 
From 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Museum, 
Central Park West and 79th St. For infor-
mation about costs, etc., contact HRES at 
(518) 861-8020, or 
stephenwilson1@compuserve.com. Web: 
www.hres.org. 
Saturday, Nov. 11, NEW YORK: ' This ls Friday, Nov. 17-19, Fort Benning, GA: Ral ly 
What Democracy Looks Like," 70- minute and Civil Disobedience at Fort Benning to 
documentary from footage of the shut down the School of the Americas. 
Seattle/WTO protests shot by over 100 Bard students contact Emma at x4553. 
media act ivists. Starts at 7:30 p.m. Departing Bard: Thursday night, Nov. 16 
Narrated by Susan Sarandon with sound- and Friday morning, Nov. 17. 
track by Rage Against the Machlne, DJ Returning to Bard: Monday night, Nov. 20 
Shadow, DJ Splice and others. At Judson THIS TRIP IS FREE FOR ALL BARD STU-
Church, 55 Washington Sq. South, corner DENTS!I! Sign up now for transportation! 
of Thompson St. Donation. Presented by -watch for tabling in Kline and the Campus 
Big Noise Films, Independent Media Center or contact either Mneesha Gellman 
Center and Judson Church. at m_gellman@hotmail.com or x4417 or 
Emma Kreyche at ek663@bard.edu or 
Monday, Nov. 13, NEW PALTZ (SUNY): x4553. 
Public meeting on ' America's Criminal 
lnjustice System," focusing on the racist 
death penalty, draconian drug laws, the 
' prison-industrial complex,' the trend 
toward profit-making privatization of pris-
ons, the policecrackdown on anti-global-
ization protests, political prisoners, and 
the cases of Mumia Abu-Jamai and 
Leonard Peltier. Millians for Mumia Ieader 
Monica Moorehead will be among several 
speakers. 7 p.m., Lecture Center 102. 
Sponsored by the Mid-Hudson National 
People's Campaign and the International 
Action Center. Information, (845) 255-
5779 jacdon@earthlink.net. 
Monday, Nov. 13, EVERYWHERE: The 
Leonard Peltier Defense Committee 
believes that ' our very best window for 
getting clemency for Leonard Peltier lies 
between Election Day and Inauguration 
Day Jan. 21' because President Clinton 
may f inally be emboldened to do the right 
thing because he has nothing to lose. 
' We need daily calls to the White House 
from as many people as possible, askihg 
for his immediate release,' the committee 
says. Northeast people should call on 
Mondays. Clinton 's number is (202) 
456-1111. Information, LPDC, (785) 842-
5774, www.freepeltier.org. (See Dec. 10.) 
* Monday, Nov. 13: ln conjunction with the 
Human Rights Project, BPI will host a 
screening of "The Last Graduation,' a mov-
ing film about the Marist's degree program 
at Greenhaven Maximum Correctional that 
was brought to an end in 1995. One of 
Friday, Nov. 24, NEW YORK CITY: "Fur-Free 
Friday 2000' action, sit-in, public rally, 
starting at 10 a.m. at Macy's department 
store-the East Coast's biggest fur retailer-
-W. 34 St. and Broadway. Part of nation-
wide day of protest against the fur indus-
try. For information, (718) 274-4443 or 
Email NYC_ADL@bigfoot.com. 
* Sunday, Nov. 29: NON-VIOLENCE TRAIN-
ING!!! Strongly recommended for all who 
plan to attend the upcoming SOA protest, 
but all are welcome. This is especially cru-
cial for anyone considering participating in 
non-violent civil disobedience. Contact 
Emma at ek663@bard.edu if you're inter-
ested or just show up. FREE! 1-6 pm in 
the Old Gym. 
* Sunday Oct. 29, SOA Teach-ln and Film 
Screening- How is the SOA related to the 
WTO, the IMF, and corporate domination? 
Come find out! Special guests Ann Tiffany 
and Ed Kinane, former prisoners of con-
science., after Non-Violence Training. 7:30-
9:30 pm - Location: Olin, TBA 
Thursday, Nov. 30, HARLEMVILLE, NY: 
Hawthorne Valley School and People for 
Peltier present ln the Spirit of Crazy Horse. 
Ward Churchill is a Native American schol-
ar and Professor of American Indian 
Stud ies and Communications at the 
University of Colorado and author of many 
books including Native Son and Struggles 
for the Land. 7:pm. For information and 
tickets call 518-672-7092 or 672-7281. 
Womens' Soccer Star Speaks 
Throughout the season, the Bard 
women's soccer team has put in their all, 
and it sure has paid oft. They were first 
overall in their conference and ended the 
season with a great win against New 
Jersey City on October 28th. This team, 
Iead by tri-<:aptains Rache! Mahoney, Sally 
Boisvert, and Anni Rudegeair, has been a 
project for the entirety of the season. 
These girls were faced with an extremely 
competit ive schedule but the team as a 
whole has developed and has gotten bet-
ter with every game. 
The team has surpassed all of coach 
Jeft Dezago's expectations and posted an 
overall record of 5-11-1. in every one of 
the teams loses not once did any member 
of the team believe they would lose. This 
team always put in 111% for the entire 90 
minutes and never gave up, regardless of 
the point spread. Melanie Sutherland, 
Angie Smith and Hannah Sohreck played 
some amazing soccer this whole season. 
One player in particular stepped up far 
beyond the call of duty. This player is goal-
keeper Anni Rudegeair. 
in the early part of the season Anni 
injured her shoulder but worked with the 
trainer to recover. Anni stepped right back 
out on the field, played with pain, and 
once again put the team before herself. 
Jeft commented that after games other 
coaches and even referees have come up 
to him telling him how excellent a goal-
keeper Anni is and how they wish they 
could have a goalie such as Anni on their 
roster. Anni has been named to two all 
tournament teams at the Manhattanville 
and Bay Path College tournaments. "When 
an athlete gets recognition from other 
players and coaches as being outstand-
ing, that to me sets them apart from their 
peers," coach Jeft Dezago had to say in 
the closing of our interview. And now for 
the moment you all have been waiting for: 
Anni Rudegair, the exclusive interview: 
We met in the splendid campus cen-
ter cafe at 10:30. I was a little bit late. 
Anni had just gotten out of class. I started 
the interview. 
MM: So . . . I understand that you took 
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some time oft to travel. ls this correct? 
AR: Yes. 
MM: Where did you go? 
AR: I went to Costa Rica for six months 
and taught English and Math. lt was fun. 
MM: Wow. 
MM: Are you a big fan of 
chuck Taylor's? 
AR: Not particularly. I 
don't own any. in fact I 
have never owned any. I 
think they are attractive 
shoes but I just don't 
have any. 
MM: Are you depressed 
that Converse will be 
closing it's doors soon? 
AR: l'm sure that's unfortunate for other 
people. 
MM: Who is your favorite professiena I soc-
cer player? 
AR: Brianna Scurry. She was the goalkeep-
er for the U.S. team when they won the 
world cup. 
MM: What color team were you on in 6th 
grade? 
AR: Orange and black. 
MM: Do you Iisten to "Eye of the Tiger" to 
get pumped for a game? 
AR: We Iisten to "I Believe in Miracles." 
That's our team theme song. 
MM: Do you have a favorite holiday? 
AR: I want to say Christmas but that's real-
ly boring. I really like Halloween. 
MM: Who is bette·r: Pele the soccer player 
or Pele the band? 
AR: Pele the soccer player. 
MM: Do you Iisten to anything eise 
besides "I Bel ieve in Miracles" to get 
hyped for a game or practice? 
AR: The Jackson 5. 
MM: Wourd. 
MM; Do you think Bard should change our 
school's mascot to the bow tie, keep the 
Raptors, or change back to the good old 
Blazers? 
AR: Blazers. Hardeare Blazersfan am I. 
MM: Did you see the movie "Eye of the 
Beholder?" 
AR: No. (Sorry. ) 
MM: What's your favorite World Cup soc-
Everyday Glamour: Matt Dineen (left) shows off the fingerthat pushes the buttans to make all of those Pulitzer-worthy articles while Jon Feinstein (right, wearing dress), poses for one of the rare moments that he is actually in front of the camera as instead of behind it. 
sports! 
• SPORTS ! WITH YOUR HOST, MIKE MORINI • 
cer team? 
AR: U.S.A. all the way baby! 
MM: I had this friend who was a hardcore 
Brazil fan . I guess that was way back 
when it was "the thing" to be a Brazil fan 
but I guess that's like totally 1994. 
MM: Did you know that Zoran Karic and 
Hector Marinareare known as 
"the dynamic duo" on the 
eleveland professional soccer 
team, the Crunch? 
AR: No. I didn 't know that. 
MM: ls there anyth ing that you 
would like to add, delete, or 
askew to this interview? 
AR: What? 
MM: ls there anything you 
would like to comment on 
about th is past season? 
AR: I had a really fun season. We were all 
really close and we're all close friends. lt 
can only get better because we are a very 
young team. Oh you have to put in our 
team cheer. 
MM: What is it? 
AR: "Strong like bull, sexy like woman." 
MM: Nice. 
MM: Anything eise you would like to say? 
AR: We need more support from the 
school. The few times we actually had a 
Iot of support we did weil in all of those 
games. I feel like there is a big possiblity 
to have a winning Bard soccerprogram 
but we need your help! There's lots of sup-
port from administration and the gym but 
we need more student support. Everyone 
should be as pumped as we are about 
Bard women's soccer. 
MM: Thanks for your time. Oh yeah l'm 
Mike by the way. 
I would like to thank Raphiel Gottesman 
Shit man this whole election thing 
pisses me oft. Why can 't a president just 
stay in offic.e.for more than 8 years man? 
lf he's doing a good job why the beef 
can 't he stay the man. Four more years 
man! Four more years for Bill Clinton. He 
is the man. Gore is the second man. Just 
because he's got a 'stiffy" on the new 
cover of the new Roll ing Stone doesn't 
mean shit man. I didn't even think it 
Iooks like he's got a hardy. Maybe he's 
just got big beef. He's a manly man. Vote 
Gare/Lieberman 2000. I want a Jewish 
president someday. That would be cool 
man. I guess because we are in New 
York it's cool to vote for Nader too but l'm 
not sure. lf you were in some other state 
I might just get on your ass man, but 
here in NY you are safe man . . . Weil I am 
really proud of all of this past seasons' 
teams. Everyone did an amazing job!. .. 
my dad sent me this really hilarious tor-
ward with all these goofs in sports pho-
who helped me with this interview. 
How much ass our 
sports! Teams kicked 
th is past season. 
Women 's Volleyball 
Hudson Valley Women's Athletic 
Conference Northern Champions! 
Overall record: 10-12 
Conference record : 4-1 
2nd overall in entire conference 
Women's Tennis 
Won past two matches aga inst 
Manhattanville 6-3, and SUNY Old 
Westbury 6-3 
Overall record: 8-3 
Conference record : 5-1 
Trophy for #1 singles 
Trophy for #3 doubles 
Men's Soccer 
Won Oct. 25th aga inst Simon's Rock 5-0 
Overall record: 5-13-1 
Conference record : 3-2 
Th ird overall in conference 
Women 's Soccer 
Lost an amazing game vs. Mt. St. Mary in 
overtime 1-0 
Won last match against New Jersey City 
University 3-0 
Overall record: 5-11-1 
Conference record : 1-0-1 
1st overall in conference 
sports yet to come! 
Men's b-ball scrimmage 2pm Sat Nov. 4th 
tography ... there were pictures of th is 
woman playing tennis and she was run-
ning to hit a shot aod her panties were 
at her knees ... it was hella cool man ... 
I don't feel like I have to teil you all that 
the Yankees won the World Series . . . you 
must have been in Algeria the past two 
weeks not to know that. .. ln Sports 
news ... Ernie Eis is leading the pack at 
6 under par in the Southern Farm 
Bureau Classic ... ln yesterday's NBA 
news . . . Dallas reaped lndiana 94-88 ... 
New York crushed Atlanta 94-69 .. . 
Phoenix slaughtered Portland 108-82 ... 
Heuston jerked Milwaukee 115-93 ... 
Minneseta stufted San Antonio in the 
face 103-91 ... fuck my MTV I want my 
fucking phone directory! 
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